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I. INTRO.WCTION 
The Amazyllidaoeae alkaloids have been vezy intensively studied by 
a number of groups in different countries, and the results of these 
investigations have been published in recent monographs (1, 2, 3, 4). 
At the present time eight basic ring ^sterns have been found in the 
Amaryllis (l). One of the most thoroughly studied has been that one 
containing the 5* 1Ob-ethanophenanthridine structure. These investi­
gations include structure proof (5)» biosynthesis (6, 7t 8), and rela­
tive stereochemistry (9* 10). Since almost all of the compounds in the 
5* 10b.ethanophenanthridine series, as well as those in the tazettine 
and lycorine groups possess an allylio hydrcocyl or methoxyl function, 
Mill's rule (11) has been used to assign their absolute stereochemistry 
(12, 13, 14). It has not been established that Mill's rule is appli­
cable to qrstems other than steroids and terpenes, ^ ere the only strong 
end absorption prevailing is that due to the allylio hydroKyl or methoxyl 
System. The validity of applying Mill's rule to systems having strong 
end absorption caused by chrcmophores above that of the allylio or stem 
is questionable. There has been no degradation of any alkaloid to a 
simple cmpound of known absolute configuration in the family and X-ray 
data has been presented only for the galanthamine series supporting 
these assignments (15)* 
It has been shown that the 5> lOb-ethanophenanthrldine ring alka­
loids can occur in both antipodal forms in the Amazyllldaceae. Nerine 
2 
bovrdenil contains alkaloids based on both the (+) and (-) crinane 
nucleus I and II respectively (l6). The bulbs of Crinum moorei contain 
the alkaloid povrelline (17) t which has been shown to have structure 
(III) (18), The structures of crinine (IV) (19) and powelline have 
been rigorously proven by both degradative and chemical methods. The 
structural and stereochemical relationships between the two compounds 
was established by the conversion of powelline to dih/droepicrinine (V), 
Rotational data for the crinine-powelline series and their deriv­
atives demonstrated that these compounds were indeed quite similar (20). 
A comparison of the molecular rotational differences* AM afforded 
results which were in accord with the suspected similarities of these 
two compounds (21). However, as a better understanding of optical 
rotatory dispersion evolved, the results obtained at 5^9 mu were ques­
tioned. Dihydrppowelllne and powellane afforded positive optical 
rotatory dispersion (ORD) spectra and dihydrocrinine and crinane nega­
tive ones (22). 
The difference in sign of the ORD curves seem to indicate that (-) 
crinane and (+) powellane possess enantiomo^hic ring systems. However 
II 
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this seemed highly unlikely from the chemical degradations utilized. 
This diohotony seemed worthy of investigation. The modern instruments 
available permit measurements of rotatory power to be made between 700 
and 215 mu. This thesis describes the results of the first thorough 
investigation of an asymmetric center adjacent to an armatic chrono. 
phore. Using the techniques of ORD and circular dichroisra (CD) it is 
possible to study the effects of the asymmetric center on the sign of 
the Cotton effects associated with the aromatic ring. This study placed 
primary emphasis on aromatic natural products in general, and aromatio 
alkaloids in particular. The ramifications of this work extend into 
the fields of the relative and absolute stereochemistry of structurally 
rigid molecules possessing a chromophore other than the oarbonyl group. 
I l l  IV  
V 
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II. HISTORICAL 
Few properties of matter can rival optical rotatory power as a 
means of gaining valuable information about the more subtle aspects of 
molecular structure. Optical rotation is a phenomenon which has long 
interested both physicists and chemists. Optically active compounds 
in nature give it fundamental importance in the fields of biochemistry, 
chemistry and biology (23). It has been suggested that the occurrence 
of small quantities of the "wrong" antipode in proteins may be respon­
sible for the decrease in efficiency of some fundamental life processes 
(24). 
Wilhelmy's use of the pdlarimeter to measure the rotations of 
sugar solutions opened the door for intensive investigations on the 
field of optical activity (25» 26). The monumental works of Biot and 
Pasteur (27. 28, 29» 30) and the former's contributions to the theory 
of optical rotatory power are well known. Biot was also the first to 
measure the change of optical rotation with a change in wave length. 
This advance was checked however by the invention of the Bunsen burner, 
a convenient source of monochromatic light which set back the progress 
of polarimetry by fifty years (30* From this time onward the progress 
of experimental pdarimetry advanced rapidly due to the work of such 
men as Arago (32), Fresnel (33) and Cotton (34). The details of this 
early work can be found in the excellent reviews of Heller (35)» lyle 
(25), Mitchell (36) and Levene and Rothen (37). 
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The relationships between ultraviolet spectroscopy (UV), optical 
rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism (CD) were first demon­
strated by Cotton (38), Except for Cotton and his group very little 
was done.in this field until 191^ when Tschugaeff and Rupe did their 
pioneering work (39» 40, 4l). In 1928 Rosenfeld (42) advanced his 
quantum mechanical theory of rotatory power. This work served as the 
cornerstone for a number of complex mathematical treatises dealing with 
the phenomenon of optical activity. The most important of these were 
developed by Condon, Altar and Erying (43), Kauzmann (44), KLrkwood 
(45) and Kuhn (46). Recent contributions to the theoretical aspects 
of optical activity have been forwarded ty Moffit (47, 48), Moscowitz 
(49) and Tinoco (50). All of these models lead to approximately the 
same expressions for rotatory power, and those of Rosenfeld might be 
applied with satisfactory compromise between tractibility and accuracy 
(51). 
It is common knowledge that the true test of amy theoretical con-
siderations come in the laboratory. Largely through the efforts of 
Werner Kuhn, a man far ahead of his time in the field of rotatoxy 
dispersion, these theories were tested. T. M. Lowry was active in the 
field at the same time and he, together with Kuhn, was the first to use 
CD to stucly the stereochemistry of organic molecules (52, 53» 54). All 
of this work was done before the photoelectric speotropolarimeter was 
introduced ly Rudolph in 1952 (55). 
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The correlation of the stereostructures of molecules with their 
absolute and relative configurations advanced rapidly after the intro­
duction of Rudolf's pdlarimeter. This was for the most part due to the 
dynamic groups of Dj eras si, KLyne and Ourisson, who studied the ORD 
q)ectra of steroid and terpene molecules containing the carboryl 
chrcmpphore in an asymmetric environment (56, 57» 58)* These measure­
ments were taken in the 50's when instrumentation had not reached the 
level of sophistication that it has today. The choice of the carboqyl 
group, with its large ratio of rotation to absorption was a fortunate 
one. Two very isiportant empirical rules, useful in predicting absolute 
stereochemistry grew out of this early work, dhese were the axial 
halo-ketone rule (59) and the well known octant rule (60), It is 
impossible to cite the voluminous amount of ORD data accumulated for 
these systems; references to them can be found in the bibliography 
(61-72). 
In i960 Gros jean and LeGrand of the Rousell-Uclaf Company in Paris 
introduced the first conmercially available dichrograph (73). Circular 
dichroism studies were confined for the most part to the easily acces­
sible carboryl chromophore. The superiority of CD over ORD in many 
cases was amply demonstrated by the studies of Djerassi, Mislow and 
Bunnenberg (7^82). 
Reports of ORD data obtained for the aromatic chrompphore have 
appeared in the literature frm 1957 to the present. These data con­
cern the aromatic chrornqphore in a variety of environments (83, 84, 85)# 
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However the qpeotra present only "partial" dispersion curves and as 
such supplied only a limited amount of useful data about the compounds 
studied (69). 
The aromatic ring is found in a wide variety of natural product 
molecules. The application of rotatory diversion to alkaloids con­
taining one or several aromatic rings has so far been limited to a 
relatively small number of compounds (86, 87), The list of these 
compounds is short enough to cite here. It includes the narcotines 
(88), hydrastines, ganyfoline, cuauchichine and their dihydro deriv­
atives (86), yohimbane, and related compounds (88), jervine (86), and 
isojervine (89), rubijervine (90), tetrahydropalmitine (84), seredone 
(87), haemanthamine, buphanisine (91), (-)demethylgalanthamine, (+) 
demetl^ldihydrogalanthamine (92)$ emetine, isoemetlne (93)t lysergic 
acid (94) and its derivatives and benzylisoquinoline alkaloids (95)t 
as well as various alkaloids belonging to the morphine series (96). 
Unfortunately most of these curves were obtained when instrumentation 
did not allow a cosiplete evaluation of their Cotton effects (69). 
From the above list it can be seen that the Amazyllidaceae alka­
loids have been studied but very little. Several unpublished GRD curves 
of the Maryllis are available, but these are plain curves recorded 
from 700 to 300 rau (97, 22). 
The first published CD curves of the aromatic chromophore appeared 
in the literature in December of I965 (98)* These curves were recorded 
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for the relatively simple compounds estradiol and 9-epiestradiol, 
Naroissamine (VI) has been found to be a mixture of (-) demethyl-
galanthamine (VII) and (+) demethyldihydrogalanthamine (VIII) (92). 
Optical rotatory dispersion played an important role in this structure 
elucidation, as it provided an early clue to the quasi racemic nature 
of the alkaloid. The only other alkaloids of the Amaryllis for which 
QRD spectra have been recorded are desoocydihydrohaemanthidine (99)* 
buphanisine and haemanthamine. As stated previously the amount of ORD 
data accumulated for alkaloids is but a fraction of that for steroids 
and terpenes. The most recent textbook on rotatory dispersion surveys 
all of the spectral data published for these confounds in ten pages 
(69). This lack of information about a rather large group of natural 
products, coupled with the crinane-powellane anomaly discussed pre­
viously was farther incentive to undertake the present stuct/. 
H 
VI 
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It Is eaqr to see why workers in the field could not stucly the 
aromatic chromophore in greater detail. The ratio of the rotation to 
absorption of a ohrompphore (Q/E) is one of the most ioqportant practical 
factors in carrying out CRD measurements. In the case of a typical 
carbonyl confound this ratio is quite large. Ar average value for 
ketones is 500, whereas in the aromatic chromophore this ratio approaches 
unity. Only because of the inqrovements in ^ ectronics and optics in 
the present dey instruments is it possible to measure the dispersions 
in c0DQ}0unds having ratios as low as these. The limiting factor in the 
dichroism measurements has always been the ratio of the differential 
absorption of right and left handed light to the absorbance of a given 
chromophore» (AE/E). In the commercial dichrogrtqphs presently available 
this places the maximum value at 1 x 10"^ Aromatic compounds in general 
give rise to a ratio of 1 x 10"^, and it is quite obvious that one would 
be making measurements at the absolute limits of the machine's capabil­
ities. The modified Jouan dichrograph available to us had 1 z 10"^ as 
its limiting ratio. 
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Whereas the spectral range previously available extended from 700 
iQu to 300 mu it was now possible to make measurements as low as 215 mu 
with this instrument and to confirm mary stereochemical assignments 
made previously. It has also been possible to show beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the arcraatic chrcroophore can be optically active (IOO-IO3). 
11 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Hethylenedioxy Benzene Alkaloids 
The first member of the 5, 1Ob-ethanqphenanthridine gystem to be 
studied was crinine (Pig. 1). Most of the Amaryllidaceae alkaloids 
containing the methylenedioagr chromqphore give rise to UV q)ectra very 
similar to crinine and therefore the spectra in Figure 2 may be taken 
as representative of this group of compounds. The 296 mu aromatic 
absorption maximum gives rise to a negative dispersion lAioh reaches a 
maximum at 303 mu in the ORD spectrum of crinine. It is not possible 
to tell where the 240 mu benzene band begins, but its presence in the 
spectrum is indicated by the crossover point at 240 mu. The crossover 
point at 296 mu corresponds to the first benzene band at 296 mu. The 
CD negative maximum at 294 mu and the positive one at 240 mu correspond 
to the aronatio absorption in the ultraviolet, and bear out the assigxk. 
ments made from the ORD spectrum* It will become obvious as this dis­
cussion continues that by far the most valuable information concerning 
the optically active benzene ring is obtained teon the CD measurements. 
In most of the oonq)ounds studied two bands are found, one plus and the 
other minus. With only rotatory diversion measurements available 
these two bands can only be tentatively assigned as plus and then minus 
or visa versa. When a sign change occurs as in the case of powellane 
it is not possible to unambiguously assign this to a change in sign of 
% 
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the aromatic Cotton effect or to a change of some other ohromophore. 
The CD maxima occur at the same wave length as the UV maxima and can 
answer questions such as these with a minimum of uncertainly. The CD 
spectra in which the aromatic maxima are of opposite sign shall here­
after be referred to as "normal". 
The amplitude of the benzene chrcmophore decreases rapidly in going 
from crinine to dihydrocrinine (fig. 3)* This could be rationalised in 
the CRD spectrum by removal of the allylic dispersion. However this 
cannot account for the decrease in the CD maxima, as it is well known 
that the dichroism of the arcsoatio ring at 295 mu is not effected by a 
chrompphore in the 210 mu region (31, 69). (-) Crinane (Fig. 4) repre­
sents the parent compound in the 5? 1Ob-othanqphenanthridine series and 
contains neither the hydroxyl group nor the double bond. (-) Crinane 
shows normal dichroism and dispersion curves with a similar decrease 
in the amplitudes relative to crinine. Since crinine, dilydrocrlnine 
and (-) crinane serve as model systems for the methylenedio^y group of 
5» 10b-ethanqphenanthridlne alkaloids a more detailed stucly of the 
origins of the spectra was undertaken. 
In crinine there are asymmetric centers at positions 3» 5 and 10b. 
Absorptions at positions 5 and 10b are not observed in the usual type of 
UV spectrqphçtcoieter, while the allylic l^drooQrl absorption can be seen 
only with difficulty. We have observed that the benzene chromqphore 
gives rise to two diversions and elllpticltles in a readily accessible 
200 250 300 350 
Fig.3 
ORD and CD of DIHYDROCRININE 
400 mu 
U\ 
ORD 
CD 
200 250 300 350 400 mu 
Fig.4 
ORD and CD of CRINANE 
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portion of the ^ectrunu The two optically active benzene bands and 
the band due to the alcohol function provide the dispersions necessary 
to construct plausible theoretical CRD curves for these compounds. 
From chemical evidence cited previously it is known that the benzene 
ring and the alcohol group are cis to each other. If one assumes that 
the first (296 m) benzene dispersion in (-) crinane and the hydrooyl 
group dispersion of crinine are of the same sign, the ORD curve of 
orinine may be constructed by simply superinqposing the large faydroocyl 
dispersion upon those due to the benzene bands. This procedure has 
been carried out for crinane and crinine and is shown in a and b bdLow. 
Theoretical Observed 
240 2^ 5 mu 240 29,5 mu 
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The composite curves agree well with the experimental ones. The assign­
ment of a negative sign to an o^-OH is in accord with similar ones made 
in the steroid field. These assignments were made both for secondary 
and allylic alcohols (104, 105). 
Careful scrutiny of the QRD curve of crinane reveals two pertinent 
facts. The shape of the curve is quite similar to that of crinine 
between 375 and 225 mi, which would tend to corroborate the statement 
that the Cotton effects arising from the two optically active benzene 
bands are the primary contributors to the dispersion curves in this 
region. The peak at 250 m. is much more pronounced in crinane than in 
crinine. This suggests that in crinane the main shape if the curve is 
derived from the two S-shaped diversions of benzene as shown above. 
The decrease in amplitude of crinane relative to crinine is most likely 
due to removing the double bonds and hydrcocyl group. This same decrease 
is apparent in analogous compounds of the morphine series (69). The 
dichroism curve of crinane is well defined and needs no additional 
comment. 
Kuhn (106) and Moscowitz (107, 108) have developed equations from 
which it is possible to calculate a number of properties of pptioally 
active molecules. If the absorption and rotatozy dispersion qpectra 
are known for a given compound, an anisotrqpy factor (g) can be calcu­
lated for compounds with homogenous (isolated) absorption bands. The 
compound which Kuhn used as a model for his calculations was azido-
19 
propionlc-dimethgrlaaide [cH^CHN^COi ( CH^) 2] ' Thia molecule possesses 
absorption bands at 290 mu, and oa. 205 imi, Kuhn calculated the con-
tribatlon of the azide fonction to the total observed ORD curve Arom 
equation 1, 
1. 
idieret 
M = molecular rotation 
= anisotropic factor at f ^ 
f^ = frequenpjr at the center of the absorption band 
E = value of the molecular absorption coefficient 
corresponding to the center or the absorption 
band 
E = absorption coefficient of racemic substance 
for ordinary light 
f = frequenqr at iMch rotatory contribution (ORD) 
is a ma:idjmim 
^ = maximum rotatory contribution at 
0 = parameter related to the half width of an 
absorption band by f" = 1*665 
f n = half width of an absorption band 
E^-£^ = AE=: circular dichroism. 
Kuhn defines the anisotrcpy factor, g^, as shown in equations 2 and 3. 
o n - o n - E,- E , _ 
2014(E^,J 3. g,,- 2 
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4. E = E... 
m a x  
It can be seen that the anisotropy factor is nothing more than the 
ratio of the differential absorption of right and left handed light to 
the extinction coefficient, which was shown previously to be one of the 
limiting factors in making dichroism measurements. Therefore Sq has no 
special significance and shall be used only as a convenient term. 
The Maryllis alkaloids, having absorption bands at 295 ma and 
240 tmi, should prove amenable to the same treatment which Kuhn used 
vdth azidqpropionic-dimethylamide. The following calculations have 
been carried out for crinine and crinane. Both of these ccmpounds have 
a well defined 296 imi absorption band and both, as do all of the alka­
loids of this ring system, have rigid structures. This latter fact is 
in^ortant as it eliminates ary conformational and rotational changes 
which would otherwise have to be considered. Equation 2 was used to 
calculate g^ for crinine and crinane. This was then substituted into 
equation 3 (2 = E for the Maryllis) and a CD maxima was calculated 
for each compound at f^. In order to check the validity of such calcu­
lations eight other compounds were examined. The results are shown in 
Table 1. 
If the individual diversions of the benzene bands were completely 
separated, good agreement between the calculated and observed CD maxima 
would be expected. The disagreement between the calculated and the 
21 
Table 1, Calculated CD maxima for selected alkaloids 
Compound Calculated CD Observed CD ^ Error 
Crinine 9,250 7,300 + 20 
Crinane - 1,120 - 1,500 - 25 
Powelline - 1,800 - 1,620 + 5 
Po;;ellane + 1,230 + 850 + 30 
Vittatine + 9.300 + 7,900 + 20 
Crinamine + 14,700 + 12,000 + 22 
6-Hy dr oxy crinamine + 10,700 + 9,600 + 10 
Haemanthidine + 7,800 + 9,600 - 20 
Haemanthamine + 9,600 + 11,900 20 
Buphanidrine 
- 1,430 - 1,200 + 7 
observed values for (-) crinane indicate that the aromatic dispersions 
overlap by about the same amount as the calculated and observed CD 
maxima are in error» i.e., 25^. From this and the knotfledge that the 
two bands are opposite in sign (antipodal) it becomes apparent that the 
observed CD for crinane must be larger than the calculated. In the CD 
spectrum the problem of overlapping bands is less serious and a much 
better reflection of the actual shape of the curve can be obtained. 
The data for crinine shows that the calculated value is 20^ larger than 
the observed. This is in accord with assigning a negative sign to the 
hydroxyl dispersion in this compound. 
Before these calculations were made it was postulated that crinamine 
(Fig. 20) would have a much larger dispersion at 304 mu than crinine if 
the allelic methcocyl group at C^ and the secondary hydroKyl group at 
22 
had dispersions of the same sign, were adding to the 296 mu benzene 
dispersion. The data in Table 1 show that this is the case. Haeman-
thamine has a much smaller dispersion than crinamine at 304 mu, and 
this may be accounted for T%r the fact that these compounds are epimeric 
at Cy In haemanthamine (Fig, 19) the allylic methoxyl group subtracts 
from the aromatic dispersion as is evident from Table 1. It should 
also be noticed that the observed CD for both compounds are very similar, 
emphasizing the fact that the dichroic ellipticities are not subject to 
the effects of "tailing" due to the ally lie hydroocyl or methoxyl groups. 
%e next calculations carried out derived the shape and amplitude 
of the 296 mu aromatic absorption band when separated from dispersions 
of other chromcphores. Equation 1 was used to do this, and the results 
are shown for crinine and crinane in Figures 5 and 6. The results are 
compared with the actual experimental data in Tables 2 and 3* In these 
calculations the value for g was taken from CD data, and f" from the 
equation f" = 1.665©(109). 
It is obvious from the table that the results are not as good as 
expected in the region of maximum dispersion, i. e., 300 mu to 320 mu. 
The constant 3723» which Kuhn used in the azidoprppionic-dimethylamide 
calculations, should be most correct for this compound. Since it is 
more than likely that the electronic structures of the chromophores 
giving rise to the dispersions in Kuhn's compound are different than 
in the Amaryllis alkaloids, it was decided to derive a constant which 
(M 
X 
200 250 300 350 400mu 
Fig.5 
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Table 2. Calculated rotatory dispersions for crinane at 296 nu of 
Kuhn's method 
Wave length (imx) Calculated value of M Observed value of M 
350 - 240 - 140 
340 - 300 - 165 
330 - 430 - 220 
320 - 640 - 440 
310 _ 870 - 890 
300 - 650 - 680 
290 + 450 + 130 
280 +970 + 1770 
270 + 720 + 2170 
260 + 440 + 2800 
250 +310 + 4200 
Table 3* Calculated rotatory dispersions for crinine at 296 mu of 
Kuhn's method 
Wave length (mu) Calculated value of M Observed value of M 
350 - 1820 . 650 
340 - 2360 - 810 
330 - 3400 - 1220 
320 - 4970 - 1700 
310 - 6000 - 3900 
300 - 2870 - 5600 
290 + 38OO - 3400 
280 + 6600 + 8130 
270 + 4780 + 8900 
260 + 3000 +9300 
250 + 1950 +10500 
26 
would be more xaecmingfol in the alkaloidal series. In order to do this, 
it becomes necessary to use the data compiled in the calculations of the 
CD maxima done previously. The per cent error found in the calculated 
versus the observed values of the CD maxima reflect the effect of the 
240 mu benzene band on the 296 xax band in crinane. In compounds pos­
sessing chromophores other than aromatic the per cent error reflects 
these adding to or subtracting from this same 296 mu band* In order to 
include these factors in any new constant which would be general for 
the 5* 10b-ethanophenanthridine alkaloids the following equation was 
used; (Eq. 5) 
5. ± MoJn) = -cf X® G 
^max to the observed value of the first dispersion in a given 
coDQ)ound plus or minas this observed value times the per cent error* 
This is shown in Equation 6. 
6. "here, Î 
n ss per cent error. 
Since this calculation is based on the maximum value of the dispersion 
in the confound under scrutiny, the integral term can be set at its 
maximum value. This value,, obtained frm National Bureau of Standards 
Table Number 55, is 0.54. An average value of the term 0/2(fQ+f) was 
27 
found to be 0.01. Actually the final answers would be changed very 
little if this last term were neglected. The constant (K) calculated 
in the above way, should represent the value found for a completely 
isolated absorption band which reaches its maximum rotational value 
at seme frequenqy f and where M - 0 at f^. Experimentally M ^  0 at 
fg and f is not at Kuhn's f*. Both are displaced according to the 
degree of band overlap. This displacement is small in crinane, but 
becomes larger in more substituted compounds. Constants were calcu­
lated for four ccmpoonds and these plus an average value with its 
average deviation are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Calculated constant for dispersion equation 
Compound Calculated constant 
Crinane 4850 
Crinine 3950 
Crinaraine 3730 
6-OH crinamine 4780 
Average 4325 - 490 
The error in these values is 11^, which is of the same order of magni­
tude fcund experimentally and as good as can be e:q)ected for calculations 
done by hand* It should be possible to refine these calculations by 
feeding the parameters to a computer and therein obtain the best pos­
sible result. However t at this time it would be difficult to justify 
28 
the expenditure of time and money involved in this type of approach. 
As will be shown» the constant obtained affords plausible results. 
Moscowitz (109) has used a slightly different approach in develop­
ing equations which can be used to calculate partial diversions. The 
final equations which Moscowitz arrives at are shown in 7 and 8. 
7M' 
0.696X10'"^ A° if 
? 
IT )o e dx "2^^ 
where: 
"" >Pl 
dichroism at X 
max 
= wave length where calculation being made 
= wave length at center of absorption band 
= half width of absorption band at half height 
= dispersion (molecular rotation) at wave length 
^ where calculation being made 
= rotational strength = 0,696 x 10"^^ /IF0^ 
Either one of these can be used to calculate the partial dispersion of 
the 296 mu benzene band. Equation 8 was chosen in the present work as 
it involved the calculation of the rotational strength. ' The rota­
tional strength 8iag>ly guages the intensity of a particular dichroism 
29 
and ssff-s nothing more than the dichroism of a given band is equal to 
its molar extinction coefficient times some constant. It was of 
interest to compare the rotational strengths calculated for these 
aromatio chrcmophores with those calculated for a number of ketone 
chromophores. Since the values of the rotational strengths are very 
small, reduced rotational strengths ^ rJ are tabulated in Table 5* The 
reduced rotational strength is related to the rotational strength as 
shown in Equation 9. 
9. [R] =(10Q/UoU;Rk 51.08 Xld° 
'ràiere: u^ = magnetic dipole moment in Bohr magnetrons 
u^ = electric dipole moment in Debyes. 
Table 5* Calculated reduced rotational strengths 
(R] (aromatic) DC (carboryl) 
Crinine 
Crinane 
Powelline 
Powellane + 
In general it seems that the rotational strengths of the aromatic and 
carboiyl chrcmophores are comparable. When applied to the 296 su 
benzene band. Equation 8 gives results ^ Aich are in good agreement with 
those obtained using the constant derived for the Amaryllis and used in 
11.2 2,2,5 trimethylcyclohexanone + 6,7 
1.18 2,2 dimethylcyclohexanone + 1.8 
2.07 tran8-9-methyl-)-decalone - 3.6 
1.25 ci8-9-methorl-6-decalone + 0.73 
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Kuhn's equation. A comparison of these results is made in Tables 6 and 
7, and the curves from the calculated constant are shown in Figures 7 
and 8. It should be noted from the tables that the maximum rotational 
values for crinane come at the same wave lengths for both the calculated 
and observed cases. This is not the case in the crinine calculations. 
This discrepancy is due probably to a shift in the crossover point of 
the experimental CED curve caused by the additional hydroxyl dispersion. 
These calculations support the hypothesis that the 296 m dispersion is 
decreased in the actual CRD spectra of the 5t lOb-ethanophenanthridine 
alkaloids because of its proximity to an oppositely signed cs^ 240 ma 
benzene band. 
Table 6. Calculated dispersions of crinane at 296 mu of Moscowitz's 
method 
Wave length (mu) Calc. const. (4325) Moscowitz Observed 
350 M « - 280 M = - 310 M = - 140 
340 - 340 . 380 - 165 
330 - 500 - 520 - 220 
320 - 740 - 770 - 440 
310 - 1020 - 1040 - 890 
300 - 650 - 635 - 680 
290 + 525 + 500 + 130 
280 + 1120 + 1020 + 1770 
270 + 835 + 730 + 2170 
260 + 510 +430 + 2800 
250 + 350 +390 + 4200 
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Table ?• Calculated dispersions of crinine at 296 mu of Moscowitz's 
method 
Wave length (mu) Cale» const. (4325) Moscowitz Observed 
350 . Ma - 2140 M = -1810 M = - 65O 
340 - 2800 - 2300 - 810 
330 - 4050 - 338O - 1220 
320 - 5900 - 5400 - 1700 
310 - 7100 - 7400 - 3900 
300 - 3400 - 3060 - 5600 
290 + 4470 + 41^70 - 3400 
280 + 7850 + 7000 +8130 
270 + 5650 + 4800 + 8900 
260 + 3500 + 3000 + 9300 
250 + 2300 + 2100 +10500 
The agreement between Kuhn*s and Moscowitz's equations is good in 
crinine and fair in crinane. The agreement between the values obtained 
from the constant calculated for the Amaryllis and Moscowitz's equation 
is good in crinane and fair in crinine. In effect all three methods 
give tenable results in view of the approximations used and the errors 
inherent in the method. It may be argued that, since the calculated 
constant was derived from parameters specific for the Amaryllis * these 
results should be more meaningful. Both approaches use the concept of 
rotational strength but Moscowitz's equations use directly the value of 
experimental CD measurements. Since these measurements are free from 
the interferences which arise in the GRD spectra, the numbers obtained 
from this method are probably better than those obtained from Kuhn's 
equations. This does not mean that these are correct in the absolute 
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sense. What the above calculations attempt to do is set up a standard 
whereby the amount of tail overlagp in the ORD can be measured* If this 
can be determined, it should then be possible to calculate the disper­
sions of chrcmophores which cannot be measured directly. The standard 
chosen is crinane. Since the diversion of the 296 mu band is now known, 
that of the. 240 ma band can be calculated. A method for doing this is 
shown in Equation 10 and the results are shown in Figure 9. 
10. Mobs" M296 M240'*' Mb 
where: 
M = observed CED spectra 
M 2^^ = dispersion of the 296 mu benzene band 
M 21^0 - dispersion of the 240 mu benzene band 
M _ = background curve. 
D 
Included in the background term is the carbon at position 5 and the 
dispersion arising from the molecule as a dissyxmnetric chromcphore. The 
background term does not include any functional groups, these are repre­
sented by individual terms such as for the aUylic alcohol group. 
This is given below for crinine. 
Mobs = Ml296 + MI240 + Maa + Mb 
Since the first two right hand terms are known and the background 
cancels for any two equations, subtraction of the equation for crinane 
ffom the above gives the dispersion of the allylio alocAol chromophore. 
/ 
This is shown graphically in Figure 10. 
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The size of the dispersions should not vary from cctapound to conu 
pound. Their apparent size varies depending upon the degree of sub­
stitution in the molecule, but the ratio of the two benzene bands 
remains constant for simple molecules. The dichroism of the isolated 
bands in crinane are equal to those in crinine times seme constant. 
Once the relative sizes of the benzene dispersions are known it becomes 
possible in principle to know what contributions to the total dispersion 
curve are made by the various functional groups in aiy particular mole­
cule. Examples of this were given previously for crinamine and 
haemanthamine. 
(Rie concept of deriving the dispersion of one compound from the 
known dispersion of another more simple molecule is not a new one. 
Klyne (6l) describes a similar operation performed for keto steroids. 
In these cases however the curve of the entire keto compound was sub­
tracted from that of the de coco compound to obtain the keto group dis­
persion in an a^metric environment. VJhile this method provides much 
useful information about the general shape of the dispersion curve, it 
provides no insights into where one dispersion ends and another begins. 
It should be possible with the help of a con^ter to use both approaches 
and thereby learn more about optically active absorption bands in ccm-
plex aromatic molecules. Moscowitz has carried out calculations of this 
type on some keto steroids. 
The calculations outlined above can be used to obtain CD maxima 
frcm QRD data as was done in this case» or the reverse calculations can 
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be carried out, The former were attempted here since the number of 
instruments capable of measuring CD spectra directly is small. These 
calculations provide a practical way of obtaining an approximate CD 
spectra when no instrument is available. In theory CRD data obtained 
from CD curves would, be much more reliable. 
The ORD and CD spectra of (-) epicrinine and (-) dihydroepicrinine 
are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The trough at 304 mu in (-) epicrinine 
has a more slightly negative value than crinine, but the size of the 
dispersion in the 250 ma region of the spectrum is smaller than crinine 
by approximately 7000°. It is difficult to rationalize this phenomenon 
in any other w%r than to assign the^ - OH in the allylic position a 
more negative dispersion than the -OH in crinine. Examples of 
epimeric allylic alcohdls having the same sign dispersion are known 
(69). This assignment agrees with that made previously by applying 
Mill's rule, however it is necessary to point out that this assignment 
is made from the differences in molecular rotations at 250 mu, not 589 
mu. Hhe rotational differences at 304 mu are small in these compounds 
and at 589 mu they would be even smaller. The fact that Mil's rule 
seems to work in these ccmpounds most likely arises fvoa. the fact that 
the benzene dispersion is of the same sign as the -OH dispersion. 
It has been shown that vittatine and crinine are con^lete enantiomers 
(110). The ^ectra of vittatine and its dihydro derivative shown in 
Figures 13 and 14 are antipodal to those of crinine and its dihydro 
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derivatives. A mixture of equal weights of vittatine and crinine af­
forded no dispersion between 450 and 215 mu. This demonstrates that 
the observed dispersions are not due to stray light or solvent effects, 
but to the optically active benzene chromophore (111, 112). During the 
course of this investigation an alkaloid, named alkaloid l6, was dis­
covered in Pancratium maritimum L (113). Chemical investigations proved 
the gross structure to be as shown in figure 15# The CD and ORD ^ ectra 
suggested that alkaloid l6 and vittatine were very similar stereochem» 
ically. The positive maximum at 304 mu in the ORD spectrum has the 
same rotation and overall shéçe as vittatine. The rest of the entire 
spectrum is very similar to vittatine. The normal CD curve verifies 
that the main contribution to the curve is from the benzoid bands. 
Kuclear magnetic resonance data has shown that the substitution on the 
aromatic ring is dimethoxy rather than metbylenediooqr (113)» It has 
been postulated that ORD measurements can help to differentiate between 
these substitution patterns (114). Since the methylenediooiy group 
introduces a strain (69) in the benzene ring it can be anticipated that 
the dichroisms of aromatic rings so substituted will be larger than 
those containing methoxyl groups (115). A comparison of the maximum 
ellipticities of vittatine and alkaloid l6 support this postulate. 
This difference is not as evident in the ORD measurements because of 
the interfering tail dispersions. 
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(+) Epicrinine (epivittatine) (Fig. 17) bears the same relationship 
to vittatine as epicrinine does to crinine. Arguements similar to those 
used to assign the relative stereochemistry of the allylic hydroxyl 
group in epicrinine can be used in epivittatine if the latter is assigned 
the more positive rotation. 
Buphanisine (Fig, 18) is the metl^yl ether of crinine. Both the CD 
and ORD spectra of buphanisine are almost superimposable on those of 
crinine. The replacement of a hydrogen by a methyl group does not 
effect the amplitude of the dispersion curve. The contribution of the 
methoxyl to the overall electronic environment of the benzene chromophore 
is of the same order of magnitude as the hydroxyl group (1l6). 
Haemanthamine (Fig. 19) differs from vittatine in the presence of 
a hydroxyl group at in the former. The configuration of the hydrotxyl 
has been assigned on the basis of a strong hydrogen bond to the pi-
electrons of the double bond (117). As in vittatine* the allylic 
functional group at is cis to the phenyl group, and haemanthamine 
should give rise to a very similar dispersion. Con^arison of the ORD 
spectra of vittatine and haemanthamine show that they are very similar 
in shape but slightly different in amplitude. The molecular rotation 
of vittatine at 304 mu is 6800°, while that of haemanthamine is 6350^. 
This difference is within experimental error and the presence of an 11-
hydrooyl group does not give rise to a dispersion large enough to effect 
the spectrum of haemanthamine in this region. Comparison of the rota-
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tions at 25O m. affords a difference which is large enough (1100®) to 
be outside of the experimental limits* and can be used to assign a 
relative sign to the 11-hydroxyl dispersion. Addition of a negative 
dispersion to the total curve of vittatine results in the theoretical 
curve of haemanthamine shown below. 
Ar Ar 
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Crinamine (Fig, 20) has been shown to be the epimer of hae-
manthamine (117, 118). Comparison of the ORD spectra of crinamine, 
haemanthamine and vittatine demonstrate that the use of rotatory dis­
persion techniques can easily differentiate between allylic methoxyl 
groups either cis of trans to the pheiyl group. The molecular rotation 
of crinamine at 304 mu is 8500°, while those of vittatine and hae­
manthamine are close to 65OO®, The rotations at 250 mu are 9300®, 7200® 
and 2400® for haemanthamine, vittatine and crinamine respectively. Since 
the only difference between crinamine and haemanthamine is the configu­
ration at Qy the large molecular rotation difference can be attributed 
to a less negative dispersion of the allylic methoxyl group of crinamine 
than in haemanthamine. This is in agreement with Hill's rule for alHylic 
alcohols. A theoretical spectra for crinamine can be constructed by 
adding a small negative dispersion to the dispersions in vittatine. The 
result is a spectra which agrees w^JL with the experimentally determined 
one. 
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Van Tamelen has used similar addition of rotatory dispersions to deter­
mine the stereochemistry of the alkaloid, emetine (93)» 
The CD spectra of crinamine, haemanthamine and vittatine are given 
with the ORD spectra and are normal in that all three compounds afford 
antipodal ellipticities at the proper wave lengths. The CD maxima of 
crinamine and vittatine are, within experimental error, identical. This 
is surprising since one would have anticipated that the added hydro:qrl 
group at C^^ would increase the electric field around the benzene ring, 
thereby increasing the ellipticity. The ellipticity of haemanthamine 
is larger than in either crinamine or vittatine, which again is un­
expected, since the electronic environment at the benzene ring should 
not be drastically different in crinamine and haemanthamine. Possibly 
the ci s relationship of the methoxyl and phenyl ring are responsible 
for this difference. There is not enough known about these subtle 
effects on the CD intensities of the aromatic chrompphore to make any 
generalizations at this time. 
The CD and ORD of dihydrocrinamine are shown in Figure 21. As was 
observed in crinine and vittatine, hydrogénation results in an overall 
decrease in the amplitude of the ORD and CD spectra. The change in 
shape of the CRD curve can best be accounted for by the known difference 
in the position of the saturated methco^l vs the allylic methoxyl ab­
sorption band (119). A less likely cause of the change in shape of the 
curve might be removal of the double bond, thereby removing the hydrogen 
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bond to the hydroxyl. This could conceivably either change the sign, 
or decrease the amplitude of the lydroxyl dispersion (120, 121), 
In addition to alkaloid l6 there was isolated from Pancratium 
naritimum L» another alkaloid which was named alkaloid 13 (113)» The 
structure has been proven to be very similar to haemanthamine, and is 
shown in figure 22. The rotatory diversion curve of alkaloid 13 is 
almost superimposable upon that of haemanthamine. This is especially 
true in the 250 mu region of the spectrum where the troughs in hae­
manthamine and alkaloid 13 are 5.2 times as large as the trough in 
crinamine. The differences in the molecular rotations at 304 mu are 
not large enough for any meaningful cmparisons to be made. The CD 
spectra of alkaloid 13 and haemanthamine do not afford ai%r information 
as to the relative stereochemistries of the functional groups in these 
two molecules, but they do show that the stereochemistry of both com. 
pounds at the a^rmmetric benzylic position is the same. 
Substitution of a hydrcocyl for one of the benzylic protons at the 
6 position of crinamine affords the alkaloid 6-bydro%ycrinamine. Both 
the CRD and the CD spectra of this compound are very similar to crinam 
mine. Except for the fact that the slope of the dispersion curve of 
6-hydroxyorinamine (Fig. 23) at ça. 310 to 320 ma increases more rapidly 
than that of crinamine in the same region, the spectra are virtually 
superin^osable. The introduction of the 6 hydrcocyl group produces a 
new asymmetric center and it is surprising that the spectrum does not 
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reflect this. It has been shown that d-hjrdrcKycrinamine does not exist 
as shown in Figure 23# but is a mixture of two epimers (122). It 
has been postulated that the aldehyde (IX) shown below is the common 
intermediate which gives rise to the epimers. From NMR evidence 
6-hydroxyorinamine exists in solution as a 50-50 mixture of confounds 
(X) and (XI). The fact that it is impossible to demonstrate the 
creation of a new aqmmetric center in this molecule corroborates NMR 
findings. 
The spectra of dihydro-6-hydroxycrinamine (Fig. 24) is similar to that 
of dihydrocrinamine and needs no further cornent. If 6>hydrcoqjrcrinamine 
does exist in the epimeric forms as indicated, it should be possible to 
verify this by examination of the 11-acetyl and 6, 11-diacetyl 6.hydroxy-
crinamines. 1l-aGetyl-6-hydraxycrinamine exists as a mixture of epimers 
as shown by NMR data, whereas the 6, 1 i-acetyl-6.hydraxyorinamine has 
been shown to exist primarily as only one epimer (122). The CD spectra 
of 11-acetyl-6-]%rdro«ycrinamine shows (Fig. 25) in addition to the two 
normal benzene dichroisms the beginning of a third band which is usually 
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quite difficult to observe. This may be the beginning of the dichroism 
of the optically active acetyl group "ràiich should absorb at c^ 225 nm 
(119). The ORD spectrum of this compound is quite similar to that of 
crinamine and affords no information about the acetyl and hydroocyl 
functions. 
The CD and CRD spectra of 6, 1 l-diacetyl-é-hydroxycrinamine are 
given in Figure 26. The peak at 300 mu is similar to that found in 
crinamine and contributes no additional information concerning the 
introduction of the second acetyl function. The sharp increase in the 
slope of the curve at 285 mu is indicative of a new chromophore how­
ever. The CD spectra is particularly helpful here as it shows that the 
sign of the Cotton effect at 260 mu is positive instead of negative as 
it has been in all previous spectra of this series. It has been found 
in all of the compounds investigated that the second benzene band at 
ca. 240 mu is always of constant sign for analogous alkaloids of the 
same absolute configuration. This shall be commented on in greater 
detail in a latter section. The beginning of the positive dichroism 
is therefore not assigned to a benzene band but to the optically active 
acetyl group at C^. This data can be taken as excellent supporting 
evidence that the diacetyl derivative of 6-hydroxycrinamine exists 
primarily in only one of its possible epimeric forms. The ORD and CD 
spectra of dihydro 6, 11-diacetyl 6-lydroxycrinamine is given in figure 
27 and is in complete agreement with the above statements. In this 
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compound the allylic methoxyl dispersion and absorption move to shorter 
wave lengths and the dispersion and ellipticity of the 6.acetyl group 
becomes more evident. 
It should be noted that as the hydroxyl groups in 6-hydrooqrcrinamine 
are progressively acetylated the benzene dichroism decreases upon intro. 
duction of each new acetyl group. Theoretically the dichroism of a 
particular chromophore should not be overly effected l%r chromophores 
far removed from the one under observation. This decrease in the 
benzene dichroism upon ace^lation indicates that the amplitude of the 
benzene chromophore is highly dependent upon its electronic environment. 
These effects are analogous to the vicinal effects proposed by Kuhn 
(123), A second less important effect may be the electric field prow 
duced by the acetyl and bydrcocyl groups in the region of the benzene 
chromoi^ore. This second effect is postulated according to the one 
electron theory of optical activity of Erying and Condon (124). 
Haemanthidine (Fig. 28) is epimeric with 6-hydroxyorinamine and 
differs only in the configuration at C_. It may be referred to as 
6-hydroxyhaemanthamine. The molecular rotation of crinamine at 304 sni 
is 2000° larger than in haemanthidine while at 250 mu the molecular 
rotation of haemanthidine is 7200° more negative. These differences 
demand that the stereochemistry of haemanthidine be the same as 
haemanthamine. These comparisons are analogous with those made pre­
viously for crinamine and haemanthamine. The CO ^ectrum of haemanthi* 
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dine is given in Figure 28, and conparison of the ellipticities with 
those of crinamine shows them to be the same. It should be noted that 
the calculated CD maximum at 293 is 7800^ and the observed value is 
8300°. This is an error of 7^» which again points to a contribution 
to the benzene chrcoacphore from the functional group dispersions. 
A multiple Cotton effect spectrum was obtained from 6»hy-draxy> 
crinamine lactam (Fig. 29). The^ultraviolet spectrum has maximum 
absorptions at 3IO mu (logE=3.76)» 270 m (logE=3.76) and 23O mu 
(logE=4.48) lAereas the CD spectrum has maximua at 325 mu, 295 mu, 270 
mu and 23O mu. The UV band at 3IO mu is not symmetrical and is probably 
a composite band consisting of a smaller band on the long wave length 
side lAich can be assigned to the n-pi* transition of the carbotyl 
group. This assignment would place the main conçonent of the 310 mu 
band at approximately 304 mu (125), which can be assigned to one of the 
electron transfer bands of benzene lAile the CD maximum at 295 mu is 
assigned to a second electron transfer (E. T.) benzene band. The 270 
mu CD maximum corresponds to the 270 mu absorption band and can also be 
designated an E. T. band (119). The CD and UV bands at 23O mu are 
aromatic absorptions (119). In 6-hydraxycrinamine lactam the combination 
of the benzene ring and the carboiyl group represents a new chromophore. 
This results in drastic changes in both the UV and CD ^ectra. This 
new chromophare is singly an extension of the original benzene one and 
as such should reflect the stereochemistzy at position 10b. If the CD 
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maximum of the absorption band at 304 mi is positive as are all of the 
first benzene bands in methylenediœvbenzene alkaloids of this absolute 
configuration and smaller than that one attributed to the zwpi* transi­
tion it would be under the latter and ing)ossible to observe. The CD 
maximum at 270 mu oacrespania to the absorption at 270 mu as is the 
second benzene band in all of the crinamine derivatives. Thé conclusion 
drawn is that it seems possible to use the E. T. bands of the aromatic 
lactones to determine the relative stereochemistry at position 10b. 
Further evidence that this hypothesis is correct shall be presented in 
the section of this thesis dealing with the absolute stereochemistry of 
the aromatic lactonal alkaloids homdlycorine and albomaculine. 
B. Methylenedioocymethoxy Benzene Alkaloids 
The second group of 5* 10b-ethan(^henanthridine alkaloids which 
were studied were those containing the methylenedioocymethoxy chromophore, 
of which powellane (Fig. 30) may be considered the parent conqpound. The 
methcoqrl group at position 7 is responsible for a hypsochromic shift in 
the aromatic absorption band of 8 mu relative to crinane. (288 ma vs. 
296 mu). This shift is evident in the WD and CD spectra of these 
compounds. 
The absolute configuration of powellane is the same as crinane. 
However the ORD spectra recorded between 700 mu and 300 mu for crinane 
and powellane showed that the sign of the curve for powellane was op­
posite from that expected for a oonq>oand of the same absolute coofig. 
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uratlon» It was this anomaly, the mirror image spectra of two compounds 
proven to be of the same stereochemistry» which initiated the present 
investigation. 
Pouelline (Pig. 31) (19) has been shown to be the 7-methoov analog 
of crinine. The molecular rotations of powelline are of the same sign, 
but significantly smaller than those in crinine. The rotation of 
powelline at 304 mu is only l6^ that of crinine. Examination of Dreid-
ing models shows that the introduction of the methoxyl group does not 
change any of the bond angles in the molecules. The methoxyl group 
is too far removed from the asymmetric center to be directly involved 
in any sterio interaction which could effect the rotatory dispersion 
spectrum. The CD spectrum is unusual in that the band centered at 290 
mu is smaller than anticipated from previous data for these alkaloids, 
while the band at 2kO mu is within experimental error of that of crinine. 
mtydropowelline (Fig. 32) is shown to have a positive Cotton 
effect associated with the 286 mu band. This is unexpected since upon 
Igrdrogenation there has been no change in the stereochemistry of the 
asymmetric center adjacent to the benzene ring. The CD spectra of 
dihydrppowelline also gave an unusual amount of data. It shows a 
"double hump" curve with a negative maximum at 300 mu and positive 
maxima at 286 and 2^5 mu. The UV spectra of this compound has maxima 
at 266 mu and 240 mu. Aa absorption band at 300 mu is not observed in 
ditaydropowelUne, but it may be of low extinction and hidden under the 
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tail of the 286 mu band. The existence of this band was verified by-
running the CD spectrum of this compound several times under different 
experimental conditions, and the same "double humped" spectrum was 
always observed. This is an excellent example of the superiority of 
CD over ORD and UV for investigating absorption phenomenon. Investi­
gation of a number of cooQ)ound6 in acid and neutral solution has shown 
that the band at 286 mu in the powelline series and the band at 296 mu 
in the crinine series each consist of two bands separated by only 5 to 
7 mu. Vibrational bands of the benzene chronophore usually have the 
same sign in the CD* The spectrum of dlhydropowelline seems to be an 
exception to this generalization. It is entirely possible that this 
compound represents an extremely fortuitous case where the electronic 
factors lAich govern the sign of the transitions of the benzene ring 
are such that the sign of one of the vibrational bands has changed. 
However this may be one of the few compounds in which the vibrational 
bands are of opposite sign. In any case it is obvious that the sign of 
the 288 mu band has changed. The fact that the band in the longest wave 
length portion of the spectrum is negative helps account for the nega­
tive sign of the rotation at 589 mu. 
The spectrum of powellane is shown in Figure 30 and it can be seen 
that the sign of the 268 ma band has changed frcm negative to positive. 
The entire ORD spectrum of powellane is positive which accounts for the 
positive rotation observed at the sodium D line. The CD spectrum 
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verifies this sign change at 288 and also indicated that the 240 mi 
band is still positive. It was possible to run a second spectrum of 
powellane and get through the entire band at 240 mu since enough sample 
was made available for a second run under different conditions. 
Buphanidrine (126) is the methyl ether of powelline, and its CRD 
and CD spectra are given in Figure 33* The rotatory dispersion curve 
is well defined and is identical in shape with the curve of powelline. 
The molecular rotation of buphanidrine at 288 mu is (-) 750^ whereas 
that of powelline is (-) 1100°. This may be taken as qualitative 
evidence that methylation of the hydroxyl decreases the rotatory power 
of this chromophore, however this hypothesis must be taken as tentative 
since the differences in molecular rotations found previously between 
crinine and buphanisine are small enough to be within experimental 
error. The CD spectrum of buphanidrine shows a negative dichroism at 
285 mu and a positive maximum at 240 mu. This curve is normal in every 
respect and needs no additional comment. It should be noted that the 
spectrum of buphanidrine perchlorate was run and this was quite differ­
ent from the spectrum of the free base. The trough at 285 mu in the 
free base is not readily evident in the spectrum of the perchlwate. 
In an effort to determine vhether this is a general phenomenon the ^ 
hydrochlorides of crinine, powelline* dihydropowelline, powellane, 
lycorine and dihydrolycorine were made and the CD spectra run. In all 
cases there were changes in the spectra. The usual differences were in 
decreased amplitudes. In powellane the peak at 288 mu was split into 
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two distinct peaks which corresponded to maxima at the same wave lengths 
in the UV ^ectrum. It should therefore be emphasized again that the 
spectra of two compounds should only be ccmpared under the same set of 
conditions. 
The circular dichroism spectrum of epipowelline (Fig. 34) is very 
similar to powelline in both magnitude and position of maximum elliptic-
ities* and is normal in having two antipodal bands of the proper sign 
relative to the absolute stereochemistry assigned. The ORD curve is 
unusual because it bears no resemblance to the spectra of ary Anarylli-
daceae alkaloids. TMs alkaloid is known to be the C. epimer of powel-
line. The large negative dispersion spectrum can be explained on the 
same basis as powelline if the lydroxyl group in epipowelline is assigned 
a more negative value than the hydroxyl of powelline. This would ex­
plain the more negative value of the dispersion in the 300 to 400 mu 
region, but cannot account for the curve below 300 mu. Probably the 
best explanation of the spectrum in this region is the drastically 
reduced size of the dispersions of the two benzene bands. In epicrinine 
the rotatory dispersion curve is positive in the 250 mu region, but in 
epipowelline it is negative. A large negative dispersion due to the 
hydroxyl group would completely cancel a small positive dispersion due 
to the benzene ring. The small dichroism of the 240 mu band supports 
this explanation. It would probably not be possible to come to this 
conclusion on the basis of the rotatory dispersion data alone. 
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The spectrum of dihydroepipovelline (Pig. 35) exhibits the same 
sign change as vas evident in powellane and dihydrqpowelline. Removal 
of the allylic hydrcoyl dispersion results in shifting the hydro^l 
dispersion farther into the DV and the benzene bands have become mere 
evident. It is possible to construct this curve by simply drawing two 
positive S-shaped di^rsions at the proper wave lengths, and super­
imposing upon this the negative tail of the hydroxyl dispersion. The 
CD spectrum provided proof that this change in sign of the benzene 
bands is real and not an artifact. 
At this point it should be pointed out that the sign of the 288 ma 
aromatic band has changed in all of the methylenedioxymethoxy benzene 
alkaloids upon hydrogénation. This phenomenon is not exclusive with 
potrelline and dihydropowelline. 
A number of other methylenediCKymethoxy alkaloids were studied, 
aU of which resulted in rather unusual spectra, Ambelline (Fig. 36) 
is the 11-hydraxy analog of powelline (127), but this relationship is 
not evident Arom a ccaqparison of the QRD spectra of these compounds. 
The rotation at 589 mu of azabelline is (+) 63.5^ and this positive 
trend continues until J05 mu is reached. At this point there is a 
decrease in the rotation which reaches the zero axis but which never 
succeeds in crossing it; after this there is a peak and then a steady 
decrease in rotation, which finally crosses the axis at 26O mu. The CD 
spectrum provides an explanation of the ORD curve. It can be seen that 
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the dichroism displayed by aznbelline is very similar to that of povelline 
and other alkaloids of this type* and is of the correct sign for the 
relative stereochemistry assigned to this conpound. The CD spectrum is 
made up of the usual negative and positive components at 288 and 240 mu 
respectively. This leaves the contributions of the methcocyl and hydroayl 
groups to be accounted for in the observed ^ectrum* The methoogrl group 
may be dismissed frcm consideration as it has been present in a number 
of previously studied compounds and has never resulted in any irregular­
ities. In ambelline the hydraxyl function has been found to be 
hydrogen bonded to the pi cloud of the benzene ring, while in crinamine 
the bydroxyl is hydrogen bonded to the double bond. It is known that 
hydrogen bonding can give rise to enhanced dispersion spectra (121), 
and it is possible that this can account for the unusual shape of the 
QRD spectra of ambelline. We have shown that the hydroogrl group of 
crinamine gives rise to a negative dispersion, and is feasible that the 
hydroxyl in amb&Lline, having the opposite configuration at gives 
rise to a dispersion of opposite sign. Either one or both of the above 
reasons can account for the observed rotatory dispersion spectra of 
ambelline. 
The spectrum of dihydroambelline (Fig. 37) is completely different 
from that of ambelline, as the entire curve is negative and approodmat&Ly 
twice as intense. This is the only spectrum in ^ich the amplitudes 
have increased upon hydrogénation. The CD spectrum provided a clue 
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which accounts for this apparent discrepancy. The sign of the 288 mu 
band has changed while the sign at 240 mu has remained constant. The 
288 mu benzene dichroism is unusually small in dihydroambelline, and as 
the methoxyl and hydrcocyl dispersions are relatively large and probably 
negative, the shape of the ORO spectrum can be accounted for. This is 
especially true as a negative hydrosQrl dispersion enhanced by hydrogen 
bonding to the benzene ring would be large enough to cancel the effects 
of a small aromatic ellipticity. 
Buphanamine (128) (Fig* 38) is a rather interesting cmpound in 
which the hydrooqrl group at has been shown to be hydrogen bonded to 
the aromatic ring (118). This results in a very large negative hydroqrl 
dispersion which completely hides the aromatic dispersions. As in 
dihydroambelline it is possible that the hydroxyl dispersion is probably 
much larger than the benzene one due to strong hydrogen bonding. The 
CD spectrum of buphanamine points out that the dichroism associated with 
the 288 mu absorption band is positive. There are two obvious inter­
pretations of this positive sign. The first is that the stereochemistry 
at position 10b is different from that in crinane and powellane* or 
secondly that some phenomenon not directly associated with the stereo­
chemistry has caused the sign of this first benzene band to change. 
Buphanamine has been interrelated chemically to powellane (132) lAich 
eliminates the farmer explanation for the positive dichroism. This 
leaves ozHy the second alternative as an e3q>lanation. The sign of the 
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Cotton effect is knotm to be effected by stereoelectronic effects when 
the molecules exist in conformations vhich allow homoconjugation be­
tween the carbonyl and benzene pi-electrons (129-132). Interpretation 
of the CD spectra of a number of compounds has been made on the basis 
of a strong interaction of the type mentioned above. In order to see 
if this hypothesis would provide similar information in our compounds, 
OQCobuphanamine was studied. The CD and ORD spectra of this compound 
is shown in Figure 39. The very large dichroism centered at 348 mu can 
be readily assigned to the carboryl chromophore* while the negative 
maxima at 290 mx is assigned to the benzene chromophore. Since it was 
impossible to get through the entire band which begins to display a 
positive maximum at Z60 mu it is difficult to determine whether this 
is the second benzene dichroism or the K band of the ^ unsaturated 
ketone. However it is clear that the sign of the first benzene dichro­
ism has changed. In oxobuphanamine the carbonyl group and the benzene 
ring are within the distances required for hoenoconjugation to occur. 
From a study of molecular models it was fcund that ring C can exist 
only in a quasi-boat conformation, which results in almost complete 
cpplanarity of the benzene and carbonyl pi systems. Upon reduction of 
the carbonyl function this strong interaction is removed and the sign 
of the Cotton effect changes. The rotatozy diversion ^ectrum does 
not afford meaningful data in the case of cocobuphananine, since if one 
were not aware of the change in sign of the benzene Cotton effect, it 
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would seem necessary to assign a positiv ' sign to the dispersion expected 
at 304 mu. With the CD data in hand and an awareness that the oarboryl 
dispersion is quite large it is possible to construct the observed QRD 
curve as shown in e below. 
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Epoxypowelline (133) (Fig. 40) has the same stereochemistry as 
powelline and this is evident frcm the CD spectra. As has been shown 
the sign of the Cotton effect of the longest wave length band changes 
sign upon hydrogénation of the C^-C^ double bond. In this case the 
2 3 hybridization goes from sp to sp-^ in carbon atoms two and three. The 
suggestion has been forwarded that the electronic structure of an 
epoxide is as shown below (13^). 
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This presentation states that in effect the oxide, ring exists as an 
sp^*^ hybrid, where n represents some degree of hybridization between 
2 sp and sp^. On the basis of this hypothesis one would expect the 
magnitude of the benzene dichroism, which reflects the electronic 
environment of the aromatic ring, to be less negative than powelline, 
but more negative than dihydrppowelline. Inspection of the CD spectra 
of these three cocpounds shows this to be the case. ïhe maximum ellip-
ticity of powelline at 288 ma is (-) 1800°, that of epoxypowelLine is 
(-) 800°, and dihydropowelline has a positive CD at 288 rau of (+) ^00°. 
These values are well out of the range of experimental error and are 
probably true reflections of the electronic changes taking place in 
these molecules. 
Crinamidine has been found to be the ^epoxy analog of powelline 
(135). The ORD and CD spectra of this ccmpcund are shown in Figure 4l. 
The CD spectrum demonstrates that the dichroism attributed to the first 
benzene band is negative followed by the normal second band of opposite 
sign. %i8 was rather surprising since the ORD ^ectrum was positive 
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in the 280 ma region of the curve. A comparison of the spectra of 
crinamidine and imdulatine provides similar results* i.e., a negative 
trough followed ty two positive peaks. 
Undulatine (135) (Fig. 42) is the methyl ether of crinamidine. The 
CD spectra of the two confounds are very similar. The rotations of the 
two canpounds are comparable in the 300 mu region of the ^ectra, but 
are very different at 250 mu. The cocide ring in undulatine is in the 
^-configuration, iwhereas the configuration in epoxypowelline is o(. 
The large rotational differences at 250 mu (4400°) between these two 
canpounds may reflect this difference in configuration. The three 
compounds, epoçypowelline, crinamidine and undulatine represent the two 
possible configurations of the oxirane ring. The CRD spectra of both 
cGo^cunds with the^-configuration display curves very similar in shape 
while epoxypowelline differs from these two. The CD spectra verify 
that the relative stereochemistry at the 10b carbon atom is the same 
and that the same electronic environment exists for the most part near 
the aromatic ring. The differences must therefore be attributed to the 
signs and an^litudes of the ^  - and -epoxides. From the foregoing data 
it seems that the ^  -ccmfiguration can be assigned the most positive 
dispersion, and the oC -configuration a less positive or negative one. 
However since these assignments are made for data on only three conu 
pounds, espirical correlations of the stereochemistry of the codrane 
ring should be made with great caution until more data on structures of 
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this type are available. 
Dihydroxindulatine (Fig, 43) differs from other dihydro derivatives 
that have been studied thus far. Removal of the epoxide ring destroys 
one aqnmetric center, but there still remains one asymmetric center at 
Cg which is not present in aiy other dihydro compounds for which spectral 
data have been recorded. Because of this the CRD spectra cannot be 
interpreted on the same basis as previously. Since the configurations 
of the hydroKyl and methcccyl groups are opposite, and neither would be 
expected to have a significantly larger dispersion, they would expect 
to cancel each other to a large extent. Possibly the large decrease 
in rotation of 3000^ at 255 mu reflects this. It is evident from the 
CO spectrum that the sign of the Cotton effect at 288 mu has changed. 
In the conversion of an unsaturated alkaloid to its dihydro derivative 
2 3 the change in hybridization has been sp to sp . In dihydroundulatine 
2 n 3 it has been sp ' to sp . The end result of this process is a complete­
ly saturated carbon at C^. It seems at this point that one of the 
prerequisites for a change in sign of the long wave length band in the 
xiethylenediojQnnethcKy alkaloids is a completely saturated carbon at C^. 
This shall be commented upon in greater detail in Section IV of this 
thesis. 
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IV. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
The large amount of data presented in the previous section empha­
sized that there are some subtle structural differences which cause the 
ORD and CD spectra of crinine and powelline type alkaloids to be decid­
edly different. It has become evident that vAile the ORD spectra can 
be quite useful as a fingerprinting technique for any given class of 
confounds it is inferior to CD as a method of examining any particular 
transition. This is because in the rotatory dispersion spectra the 
overlapping of the tails of individual dispersions becomes quite serious. 
Even when it is possible to do the necessary calculations of the dis­
persions of isolated absorption bands the problem is only simplified, 
not solved. This problem usually does not arise in the CD spectra. It 
is quite an easy matter to know when the dichroism ^ectrum will become 
troublesome, as one must only look at the absorption spectrum of the 
compound under scrutiry. If the absorption bands are closer than 25 nu, 
it usually is not possible to differentiate between them in the CD curve 
unless they are of opposite sign and then only under the best possible 
conditions. For the reasons cited above this discussion diall for the 
most part rely on CD data and MR data where applicable to e3q>lain the 
spectral anomalies found. 
The dichroism at 296 mu in crinine is large and negative and at 
240 mu large and positive. Qsrdrogenation of the C^-Cg double bond 
results in dihydrocrinine Wiich affords a CD spectrum of the same signs 
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but of greatly reduced amplitude. It is easy to rationalize this change 
in the ORD spectra as due to the loss of the allylic chromophore» how­
ever this explanation cannot apply to the dichroism spectra. The first 
e:)qplanation of the CD curve which seems tenable is that the decrease is 
caused by a change in conformation of ring C. A careful examination of 
Dreiding models has shown that the bond angles at carbon atoms 1 » 2, 3 
and 4 change upon hydrogénation, but that the bond angles at the bridge­
head carbon and at carbon 5 change very little or* not at all. Since 
the Cotton effect arising from, the benzene ring is intimately associated 
with the asymmetric center, one would conclude that aiy changes in this 
Cotton effect due to conformational changes, would be associated with 
changes at the bridgehead position. The conformation of ring C does 
not change in going from dihydrocrinine to crinane, but the molecular 
ellipticity has decreased 800^ (32^). This data demands that effects 
other than conformational ones be used for ary complete explanation of 
these results. As stated previously hydrogénation results in a change 
in hybridization at the C^ position. A trigonal!y bound hydrogen atom 
is replaced by two which are bonded tetrahedrally. This change brings 
the two lydrogen atoms at C^ within the normal 1-3 nonbonded interaction 
distance (2.8 A) îrcm. the pi cloud of the benzene ring. This is shown 
in Figures 44 and 45. The possibility that this increased stereoelec-
tronic Interaction could alter the amplitude and even the sign of the 
Cotton effect of the benzene chromophore is not unprecedented in rotatory 
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phenomenon (136). This effect has been investigated only slightly by 
optical rotatory dispersion techniques and not at all using circular 
dichroism until the present investigation was made. If the hypothesis 
advanced above is correct, one should expect to see an even more strik­
ing change in amplitude when progressing ffm powelline to powellane. 
The methylenediaxymethoxy aromatic Qrstem may be treated as an 
odd-alternate system in which the methoxyl group at position seven 
donates electrons to a non-bonding orbital rather than to an antibond-
ing one. This information was obtained using a simplified alternate 
orbital, molecular orbital treatment, gy this method it can be shown 
that the positions ortho and para to the methoxyl group at have 
electron densities about 0.2 of an electron greater than the meta 
positions. * The same conclusion can be reached using the simple ortho. 
para directing ability of a methoxy group as a guide. If these state­
ments reflect the electronic structure of the aromatic ring, it should 
be possible to find differences in the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra 
(NMR) which could be attributed to the added electron density at C^Q in 
powelline. The NI<R spectra of crinine, crinane, powelline and powellane 
are shown in Figures 46 to 49. The relevant chemical shift data for 
these compounds and their 0x0 derivatives is given in Table 9 (137). 
*The author would like to thank Dr. Klaus Rudehberg for his 
interest and helpfbl comments. Dr. Rudenberg performed the above 
calculations. 
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Table 9» Nuclear magnetic resonance data of jUnaryllis alkaloids 
Aromatic proton (C^Q) définie proton (C^) 
Crinine 407.7 cps 396.8 cps 
Crinane 402,0 cps 
Powelline 395.0 cps 390.5 cps 
Powellane 387.8 cps 
ûxocrinine 465.0 cps 510.6 cps 
Qxppowelline 450.0 cps 508.2 cps 
The aromatic proton undergoes a 12.7 cps diamagnetic shift ffom 
powelline to crinine. This is to be expected on the basis of the elec­
tron donating ability of the methoxyl group (138). The difference in 
chemical shift of the same protons in powellane and crinane is 14.2 cps. 
If this difference of 1.5 cps is real, it would seem to indicate that 
there is some small degree of shielding of the aromatic protons the 
protons introduced at the position. A comparison of the chemical 
shifts of the olefinic resonances reveals that the proton in powel­
line is more shielded than the corresponding one in crinine. The 
difference in chemical shift is 6.3 cps. A possible eQ)lanation which 
can account for this difference is that protons attached to an ethylenio 
double bond are usually de shielded according to the amount of ring cur­
rent present in the system (139). Increased charge density at a proton 
can cause shielding to occur, resulting in resonance higher up field than 
anticipated (140). The paramagnetic shift of the olefinic proton in 
powelline can be attributed to this latter cause. As described pre­
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viously the aromatic hydrogen is shifted 12,7 cps in powelline 
relative to that one in crinine because of the introduction of the Cy 
methoxy group. The reason cited for this is the increased electron 
density at the ten position. The proton at can "see" this increased 
electron density, but since it is not attached directly to the electron. 
rich cite cannot differentiate pi from sigma electrons. In effect all 
that the proton sees is a larger amount of negative charge than the 
corresponding hydrogen atom of crinine. It is this increased negative 
charge which accounts for the paramagnetic shift of the olefinic 
proton in crinine. 
Since rotatory dispersion phenomenon are subject to much more 
subtle structural changes than NMR spectroscopy, it can be anticipated 
that these differences which cause the NMR spectra to be slightly dif­
ferent will be magnified when viewed with circularly polarized light. 
An example of the sensitivity of circular dichroism is that of bipheryl. 
In biphenyl itself there is no dichroism, but in substituted analogs 
where the two rings are only 10 to 20 degrees out of coplanarity there-
is a large dichroism (69). These same confounds exhibit no changes in 
their UV spectra for angles between the two aromatic rings of up to 40 
degrees. It is understandable then that the changes in the sign of the 
Cotton effects of the powelline series of coznpounds can probably be ac­
counted for by stereoelectronic interactions between the pi electrons 
of the aromatic ring and the pi system on powelline or the saturated 
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carbon at in powellane. Examination of Figures 44 and 45 and of 
Dreiding models shows that in the olefins the proton is very close 
(ça. 1.9A) to the C^Q aromatic proton. Removal of this interaction can 
account for a number of the changes noted. The dihydro derivatives can 
be seen to introduce two new interactions. Both of these involve the 
pi cloud of benzene, as both protons cut diagonally across the lobes of 
the pi orbitals. These interactions should be greater in the methylene-
dio^ymethoxy alkaloids than in those with the methylenedioxy group. 
Both of the hydrogens at are within the usual 1-3 hydrogen inter­
action distances usually used to account for steric effects in six 
membered rings*. The proton at is also within this same distance 
from the aromatic ring. If the increased electron density of the 
powelline type alkaloids increases the effective size of the p orbitals 
of the aromatic ring, the interaction of the proton with the ring 
should be increased. This may be another contributing factor to the 
change in sign of the Cotton effects of the aromatic ring. 
A change in the hybridization at C^ in the methylenediaxymethoxy 
alkaloids causes a change in sign of the Cotton effects of the benzene 
chromqphore appears to be a general phenomenon. Baphanamine was shown 
to have a small positive dichroism at 290 mu corresponding to a benzene 
absorption at that same wave length. The corresponding unsaturated 
""These distances were measured using the scale provided in Frame­
work Molecular Models, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey. 
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ketone, Œcobuphanaznine has a negative dichroism at 290 ma. As no change 
in the stereochemistry at had occurred, it must be concluded that 
this sign change was caused by stereoelectronic effects rather than 
steric ones. The double bond in buphanamine and its coco deriva­
tive is too far from the benzene ring to interact effectively with the 
benzene ring. However, the pi system of the carboryl group at has 
been shown to be close enough to form a homoconjugated or stem with the 
benzene ring. Removal of the carbonyl group by reduction replaces a 
pi-pi interaction with a H-pi interaction and results in a change in 
sign of the Cotton effect of the 290 imi band. A comparable effect is 
found in powelline. 
Undulatine has been shown to undergo a change in sign of its 285 
mu benzoid dichroism upon reduction to dihydroundulatine. This compound 
is quite similar to those discussed above in terms of the change in 
2 n 1 hybridization from sp * to sp . Although the reduction of the epcocide 
ring is not the same as the reduction of a double bond, the final prod­
uct in this case can be considered coupletely analogous with respect to 
the protons at C^. The two protons in dihydroundulatine have the 
same relationship to the benzene ring as do those in dihydropowelline. 
This change in sign of the Cotton effect corroborates the statements 
made earlier that one of the prerequisites for a sign change is a 
saturated carbon atom at the 1 position in the Amaryllis, It supports 
the statement that a change in hybridization at C^ is also responsible 
for this sign change. 
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All of the above conclusions were drawn from consideration of the 
Cotton effects of the powelline-dihydropowelline-powellane Qrstem. How­
ever, all of the alkaloids possessing the methylenediaxymethoxy benzene 
chrcDiophore underwent these same changes. 
Farther evidence that the change in sign of the first benzene band 
was stereoelectronic in origin was provided by an examination of the CD 
spectrum of morphine in acid and base. In alkaline solution morphine 
shows a positive band at 295 mu. and the second band, at 255 mu was 
positive also. It was reasoned that the anion of the aromatic hydrcocyl 
group mast increase the electron density in the aromatic ring and that 
the same type of pi-pi orbital interaction must be occurring as in the 
powelline type alkaloids. If this were true, acidification of the 
solution should regenerate the phenolic proton thereby decreasing the 
amount of conjugation lAiich occurs in the anion. This should result 
in a change in sign of the first benzene dichroism if only stereo-
electronic effects were responsible for the changes in the first place. 
The experimentally found ellipticities were negative at 295 mu and 
positive at 255 ma respectively, demonstrating that electronic effects 
can be solely responsible for a change in sign of the long wave length 
dichroism band in this type compound. The CD spectra of the acidic 
solution of morphine was virtually superimposable upon that of codeine. 
The preceding paragraphs have presented a qualitative interpretation 
of the observations made. They account for the change in sign of the 
Cotton effects of a number of compounds in terms of a readily under­
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standable model, which is based on a number of simple assumptions. The 
interpretation advanced may not be correct in the absolute sense, but 
it can account for a large number of experimental observations which 
otherwise would have been found completely analogous. It is possible 
by using this approach not only to account for the observed spectra, 
but also to predict with a fair degree of certainty when to expect the 
sign of a particular Cotton effect to change. It is now possible to 
rationalize the mirror image ^ ectra of powellane and crinane at 280-
290 mu in terms of their electronic structures, and at the same time 
be certain that th^ have the same relative configurations at the 
bridge position. 
There are a number of observations which cannot be explained on 
the basis of the above phenomenon* The most obvious question that 
arises pertains to the antipodal nature of the two benzene bands. 
(Oiere is no a priori reason why these two Cotton effects should be 
antipodal. The rotatory power of any optically active transition 
depends upon the product of two vector quantities, the electric and 
magnetic transition moments. The rotation of a given agynmetric center 
is directly proportional to their dot product, i.e., 
Rotation (X Ry • Mjj = iRyl • iMjjl Cos © 
where: 
R. . = electric transition moment between the states 
^ i and j 
M.. = magnetic transition moment 
1C9 
E = extinction coefficient of chromophore under 
observation 
© = angle between R and M, 
The magnetic and electric transition moments can assume an infinite 
number of orientations in space, however, only two of these correspond 
to the maxima and minima of their vector products. In the former case 
may be completely aligned with to give a maximum value which 
can arbitrarily be set at (+) 1. This is given in Equation 11. . 
11. [Ryl • |Mji Cos0 = Ryl' |Mjj|= +1 
The minlmim value of the products of these two vectors is (-1) and occurs 
when they are equal and opposite each other. Equation 12 is applied in 
this case. 
12. iRjjl ' |Mji|cos 180 = |r 'J I •u Mjj =-1 
The values of R^^ and can be obtained from the integrals 
Rij = IFJJ RLJJJDT Mji = 
where ; 
R = distance operator 
L = angular momentum operator. 
The wave functions y j and i|jj are difficult to evaluate for siznple benzene 
derivatives and are impossible to solve for something as complicated as 
an Amaryllis alkaloid with as many as five substituents on the aromatic 
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ring. It becomas necessary to discuss the electronic transitions of 
the benzene ring using simplified schemes such as the one shown belovf. 
1U 
B 2u 
A IG 
^—- 200 mu 
I L 
X , 260mu 
In a con^letely unsubstituted benzene these transitions represent elec­
tronic transitions from p-pi ground states to the p-pi* excited state. 
Two of these occur in the UV at 200 mu and 260 mu (l41). These corre­
spond to the 240 mu and 295 mu bands observed in the Amaryllis alkaloids. 
The electric transition moments of these two bands are perpendicular in 
benzene (e) and it can be shown in this case that the dot product of 
and is zero. 
Ryl • |Mjj|cos 90 = 0 13. I^JI - |IVJJ|J 
It has been shown by linear dichroisn measurements that in a substituted 
benzene the highest energy transition lies along the substitution axis 
(141). This is shown in (f) b^ow. 
p.. 
A'^ IJ(200) 
X 
^lj(260) 
r ij(200) 
r ij(260) 
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Supporting evidence that the electric transition moments are perpendic­
ular has been obtained from magnetic circular dichroism measurements 
(142). In an unsubstituted benzene the transitions are unperturbed, and 
no optical activity can exist since the entire molecule and its elec­
tronic structure are symmetrical. Introduction of a. substituent into 
the ring removes this qnnmetry of the electronic structure. Excitations 
involving only the p electrons of the benzene ring cannot give rise to 
an optically active transition. It is necessary to introduce mixing of 
the d orbitals of an atom adjacent to the benzene ring. Usually this 
xy 
is an asymmetric center on some atom or group of atoms capable of per­
turbing the aromatic pi electrons. It is possible to -write an equation 
describing this new excited state. 
14, iT*=  ^A 3dxy 
where A is a constant involving the products of the original pi* orbital» 
the perturbing potential of the non-aromatic portion of the molecule 
responsible for producing the asymmetry in the benzene system and the 
3^xy of the aromatic ring. This discussion is strictly ana­
logous to that used by Kauzmann and Moscouitz in discussing the induced 
optical activity of the carboryl group in an a^mmetric environment 
(143, 51)» It must be concluded that in this case of the substituted 
benzene the dot product Af the electric and magnetic transition moments 
is no longer zero. However» rotations of the benzene derivatives are 
small compared to those of ketones and enones and it can be assumed that 
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the ccmponents of the electric transition mcment parallel to are 
also small. Since these components can be in the same or opposite 
direction as M.. the resultant of the vector quantities R.. and M.. JX IJ JX 
can give rise to rotations of different sign. This is shown schemati­
cally beloH" with each situation projected onto a set of coordinates. 
R u 
M Mji 
The first drawing depicts the situation in benzene where there is no 
optical activity. The second and third denote optically active transi­
tions of different sign. Since the two observable bands in benzene are 
of opposite sign in the normal Anaryllis spectra, an interpretation such 
as this seems quite tenable. This explanation supports the fact that 
the dichroisms of the 240 mi and 295 %au bands have opposite signs, but 
it cannot account fcxr why. There is no a priori reason lAy the same 
aromatic ring should be effected in two different ways by the same 
asymmetric center. 
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A more difficult question to answer is lAy the sign of the 295 mu 
band changes so readily. One possible rationalization is that since 
the 240 mu band is of higher energy it takes more energy than is avail­
able in any given perturbation to change its mode of transition. The 
295 mu band is of lower energy and it takes less to change it. The 
important point* which cannot be stressed too heavily, is that the sign 
of the low energy band is not to be relied upon to provide meaningful 
information about the asymmetry at the aromatic chrompphore. A"cm the 
work reported here and frcta that of Velluz (98), the usual relationship 
between the first two benzene dichroism is an antipodal one. If this 
is not observed, it is more than likely that the sign of the highest 
wave length dichroism has changed and does not reflect the true stereo­
chemistry of the asymmetric center. In the more than sixty aromatic 
alkaloids studied here the sign of the second benzene band at ca. 240 
mu reliably reflects the absolute stereochemistry of the asymmetric 
carbon atcm adjacent to the benzene ring. 
*The author is deeply indebted to Dr. John Foss for the long hours 
spent in discussing the above interpretation of the optical activily of 
the benzene ring. Most of the material presented hwe was taken £ra& 
such discussions. 
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V. ABSOLUTE STEREOCHEMISTRY 
A* Amaryllis Alkaloids 
The relative stereochemistry of the Amaryllis alkaloids has been 
reviewed (1), and for the most part rests on sound chemical transforma­
tions and spectral correlations. Alkaloids of the 5» 10b-ethanq)henan« 
thridine and [2]-benzopyrano j3#4o] indole series have been interconverted 
and the correlations which have been made are shown in Chart 1. Arrows 
do not imply that these transformations take place in one step but 
merely that th^ have been established (1). However it has not been 
possible to obtain a sizople degradation product from any of these com­
pounds which can be compared with a conpound of known absolute conflg-
viration. 
Chart 1. Interrelations among the Amazyllis alkaloids 
Flexinine Crinine - Buphanisine • (-) dihydrobuphanisine 
Nerbowdinea== Powelline ^  - Buphanidrine 
1 1 
Dihydrocrinamidine Crinamidine ^Undulatine 
Buphanamine 
Xanthine 
Haemultine ^  Haemanthamine , (+) dihydrobuphanisine 
Crinamine Haemanthidine ^Tazettine 
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The absolute and relative stereochemistry of Amaryllis alkaloids 
based on 5» 1Ob-ethanophenanthridine is derived from the studies of 
%reo (144) on the structure of tazettine (Fig. 50). Mild acid hydro­
lysis of tazettine produces two alcohols which were shown to be epimers, 
because each was œddized to the same o<. , ^ -unsaturated ketone by man­
ganese dioxide. One of these, tazettinol (XII), could be converted by 
methylation to tazettine methiodide. Methylation of isotazettinol (XIH) 
provided the isomeric methiodide. To remove the hemiketal function from 
the molecule, cyclic ethers, deocytazettinol (XlVa) and deoxyisotazet-
tinol (XlVb), were prepared ty the lithium aluminum hydride reduction 
of tazettine. 
Acid qrclization and hydrolysis resulted in the above cyclic ethers. 
CecQcyisotazettinol was the major product of the sodium borohydride 
reduction of deoxytazettinone, and it was inferred that the iso series 
is the more thermodynamically stable of the two isomers. A ccmparison 
N—CH 3 
xii xii i 
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of the basicities of deoxytazettinol and deoxyisotazettinoL shows that 
the latter is the stronger base. This fact implied that the proton of 
the conjugate acid derived fï-cm deoxyisotazettinol (XlVb) is hydrogen 
bonded to the hydrooqyl group, and thus the nitrogen and hydroxyl are 
cis in this compound» It could be argued, however, that the hydroxyl 
proton of (XIVa) can hydrogen bond to the aromatic ring leaving the 
lone pair of nitrogen electrons to bind a proton. The proton in theo( 
configuration can hydrogen bond to the nitrogen therefore decreasing 
its basicity. It has also been postulated that a cis ring fusion exists 
between the five membered nitrogen ring and the cyclohexene ring, since 
the nitrogen must be able to assume a pseudo-axial configuration which 
facilitates the various elimination reactions of tazettine (145). 
The relationship between the methoxyl and the phenyl groups of 
tazettine in ring C are of extreme importance. It has been shown that 
these groups are cis in tazettine (14^). Degradation of dihydroiso-
tazettinol (XV) by standard methods afforded a l^ydrcocy ether (XVI), the 
structure of which was proven by synthesis. A key intermediate in this 
synthesis was the lactone (XVIIa). If lydrolysis of the lactone (XVH) 
occurs by attack of base at the carbonyl group, the stereostructure of 
the hydroxy acid must be represented by ( XVIII) or its mirror image. 
Chloromethylation of (XVIIa) followed by reduction and c^clixation 
provides (XIX), or its mirror image, nAiich had an infrared spectrum 
identical with optically active material derived îrm (XIII). Since 
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the immediate precursor of the lactone (XVIIa) was the hydroxy acid 
(XVIII)» it was therefore concluded that the carboxyl and hydroxyl 
functions were cis in order for this lactone to form. Experimental 
verification that this was correct was the ready conversion of the 
lactone to the starting hydroxy acid and recyclization to the same 
lactone (145)» Experimental proof that this lactone did not open via 
attack at saturated carbon was not presented. If such a mechanism were 
operative a trans opening of the ring would occur and a trans relative 
srtereochemistry of the methooqrl and phenyl groups would be present. 
In order to remove any doubt as to the nature of the lactone ring open* 
ing a reinvestigation of this reaction is being carried out in the 
Wildman group laboratories. However since the hydroxy acid (Stained 
from the lactone could be converted back to the same lactone, the 
assignment of a trans relationship between the methoxyl and phenyl 
groups of isotazettine and a cis relationship in tazettine is certain­
ly most probable. 
Additional support for a cis lactone ring opening is the reduction 
of (XVIIb) with lithium aluminum hydride to produce the triol (XX). 
Assuming that the hydroxyl and hydride anions react in a similar manner, 
attack at saturated carbon must be ruled out since this would have 
resulted in a methylene instead of a secondary hydrmqrl group at posi­
tion 3. The only reported case of attack at the carbon atom oC to the 
lactone oxygen is that reported for ^  -propriolactone and its homdog 
^ -butrolactone. This mode of attack is thought to predominate because 
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-N-CH3 
a, r'=h:r"=oh 
b . R:OH :R"=H 
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of the strain involved in the four membered ring (146). The lactone 
(XVIIa) is nothing more than a substituted [2, 2, 2joocabipyclooctane 
derivative and as such should be relatively strain free. 
At this point Mill's rule vas applied to tazettine and isotazettine 
in an attempt to assign the absolute stereochemistry at (l44). Mill's 
rule is en^irical and based m the rotations of maiy allylic steroids 
of known absolute configuration. These rotations are all taken at 589 
mu. The rule state's that of the two allylio alcohols (XXII) and (XXHI), 
(XXII) will have the more positive rotation. 
OH HQ H 
xxii xxii i 
Tazettine is less positive at 589 mu (+119^) than isotazettine (+260^) 
and the methooyl group in tazettine was assigned the^ configuration 
by this convention. This assignment was a very in^ortant one since 
tazettine, haemanthidine» haenanthamine and montanine have been inter­
related chemically through reactions which did not alter the stereo­
chemistry at either the bridgehead carbon atom or the allylic methcocyl 
group. ]his assignment in tazettine was also considered an assignment 
of absolute configuration in these other alkaloids. Mil's rule was 
derived £rcn compounds lacking any chromophores absorbing above 215 %ou* 
The rotation observed at 589 nu is nothing more than the tail of the 
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allylic hydroxyl dispersion occurring near 210 mu. Since there is no 
other dispersion between 5Ô9 ma and 215 mu in these compounds the 
interpretation of the sign of the rotation of the hydrooqyl functicm is 
straightforward. For compounds which exhibit dispersions above 215 mu, 
i.e., optically active benzene and carboiyl derivatives, the application 
of Mill's rule for the assignment of absolute configuration of the 
hydroaqrl group becomes highly questionable. This can best be shown 
schematically. 
In a steroidal allylic alcohol there is no interference Arcm other 
diversions and the sign of the rotation at 589 mu is a true indication 
of the hydroxyl diversion. The tails of the two benzene dispersions 
are probably as large as the hydroxyl dispersions, and it is impossible 
to differentiate between them at the sodium D line. This can be antic­
ipated since the benzene absorption is 100 zmi closer to 589 %m than the 
hydroxyl absorption and it is very likely that the benzene dispersion 
will be at least as large as that due to the tail of the hydroxyl. It 
should be noted however that if the hydrooQrl dispersion were positive, 
a positive rotation would probably be observed. This is due to tha 
addition of two positive rotations to one negative one. The third 
example points out what can happen when a carbonyl chromophore is 
introduced into the molecule. Ary rotation observed at 589 mu will be 
dcDiinated by the carbonyl group and would not reflect the hydrooqrl 
dispersion. An example of the second case occurs with crinine and 
epicrinine. Both epimers give rise to negative Cotton effects. From 
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CD data and the calculations made it can be estimated that the benzene 
dispersion at 293 mu is (-) 6500^, and would still be quite large at 
589 mu (ca. 250°). It is not possible to determine which dispersion 
one sees at the sodium D line as both the hydroxyl and the aromatic 
dispersions are negative. The ORD spectra of crinine and epicrinine 
show that the a#litude of the hjrdraxyl dispersion decreases rapidly 
with increasing wave length. This supports the hypothesis that one is» 
in reality* observing the benzene dispersion at 589 mu. 
Jeffs (10) and Wildman (9) have assigned absolute configurations 
to a large number of 5t 10b-ethanophenanthridine Amaryllis alkaloids on 
the basis of Mill's rule. No other evidence, either degradative or 
X-r%r data support these assignments. 
It must therefore be concluded that although the relative stereo­
chemistry of the 5* lOb-ethanophenanthridinet montanines and (2) 
benzppyrano (3, 4o) indole alkaloids has been established by sound 
chemical methods, the absolute stereochemistry of these compounds is 
open to question. 
B. Morphine Alkaloids 
Ihe gross structures and stereochemistry of morphine and its 
derivatives has been the subject of a recent review (147). The stereo-
structure of morphine and codeine was elaborated both ly chemical and 
X-ray analysis, and may be represented by (XIX). 
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xxix 
optical rotatory dispersion spectra have been recorded for morphine» 
codeine and dihydrocodeine from 700 to 300 mu (96), Recently Kuriyama 
has carried out an ORD survey of a number of morphine derivatives, and 
Weiss (148) has examined the CD of similar compounds. All of the alka­
loid derivatives studied were of known absolute configuration. The 
rotatory dispersion spectra are all straightforward, exhibiting clear 
cut peaks and troughs up to 250 mu. In all cases members of a given 
absolute configuration had the same sign for the first peak at ça. 275 
mu. This indicated that removal of the oxide bridge in compound (XXX) 
did not change the sign of the first aromatic dispersion. The spectra 
of the three morphine derivatives (XXX, XXXI, XXXH) are reproduced in 
Figure 51. 
Weiss has claimed that removing the cscide bridge in morphine alka* 
loids causes the sign of the 240 mu band Cotton effect to change. The 
CD and ORD spectra of I3 compounds show that in four of these cccqpcunds 
XXX XXXI XXXII Me 
l-Me I-Me l-Me 
MeQ' 
XXXII *  
«.XXXI 
20-
200 250 300 350 400 mu 
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the 285 mù and 240 m bands are of opposite sign and are identical to 
those found in morphine. These four compounds are dimethoxy derivatives 
in which the aronatic absorptions are at ça. 285 nm and 240 mu and can 
be observed with little difficulty on a cozmeroially available instru­
ment. The nine compounds in which the sign of the second band seems to 
have changed have their second absorption at ça. 225-230 mu and we have 
found that it is very difficult or iuçossible to observe this dichroisms, 
except under most favorable conditions. This is especially true when 
there is a chrompphore in the molecule such as a hydrcocyl or double 
bond having a large dichroism at ça. 200 mu. In none of Weiss' reported 
spectra were clearly defined maxima reported, only negative tails. An 
example of this difficulty is afforded by ly cor amine. Catalytic hydro­
génation of galanthamine (Fig. 83) forms lye or amine. This transforma­
tion shifts the low wave length aromatic absorption frm 238 mu to 228 
mu. Because there is a very large negative dichroism due to the hydrcocyl 
function, it is incessible to observe this low wave length ellipticity. 
One "can be easily misled into considering the negative tail as the 
benzene dichroism. Consecutive dilution of the sample results in the 
same negative tail shifted to shorter wave length. This is true b^ond 
228 mu. We feel that these factors have led to a misinterpretation of 
the circular dichroism spectra of the morphinanes described previously. 
The signs of the ellipticities of these congiounds must be questioned 
until such a time when they can be proven conclusively. 
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The CD and ORD spectra of codeine were run and the results are 
given in Figure 52. The spectra of this ccmpound are very similar to 
crinine, and it can be seen from the CD spectrum of codeine that the 
dichroism is normal. The large increase in the amplitude of the 240 
ma band can probably be attributed to the oxide bridge» which introduced 
a sixain in the molecule. The CED ^ectrum of codeine and confound XXX 
are very similar which can be expected for molecules of such similar 
structures. 
Dihydrocodeine (Fig. 53) showed a second (240 mu) dichroism band 
approximately half that of codeine. 
Morphine (Fig. 54) is known to possess the same absolute stereo, 
chemistry as codeine and this is substantiated by a cmparison of the 
CD spectra of the two compounds. The morphine available to us was in 
the form of the sulfate salt. Basification of a methanol solution 
results in the sodium salt of the phenol. The CD spectrum of this 
basic solution shows a positive 285 %nu dichroism and a second band at 
240 mu which is also positive. This change in sign upon going from the 
free phenol to the sodium salt of the phenol can be attributed either 
to stereoelectronic effects or a con^lete change in the arcmatic chro-
mpphore. At this point it is impossible to distinguish between these 
two effects. Acidification of this solution caused the sign of the 285 
mu band dichroism to become negative as in codeine. This return to a 
normal dichroism spectrum indicated that the dichroism of morphine arose 
from an electronic environment very similar to that in codeine. Rrom 
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\ 
our work with the Amaryllis, it is known that the conversion of an 
alkaloid to its hydrochloride does not change the sign of the Cotton 
effects of the benzene ring, but results in decreased amplitudes. 
Heroin (Fig. 55) gave the usual CD spectra for morphine type ccm. 
pounds, but the amplitudes of the dichroisms was reduced considerably 
relative to morphine and codeine. The acetyl group on the benzene ring 
is an electron withdrawing group and as such can account for this 
decrease. The secondary allylic acetyl group in ring C is optically 
active but does not absorb in the accessible UV. The maxima in the CD 
of heroin correspond to those found in the ultraviolet. 
Thebaine (Pig. 56) can be thought of as a combination of chrcmo-
phores. The aromatic chromqphore has its absorptions at 226 ma and 285 
mu, and the diene moity absorbs at ça. 274 ma when calculated frca 
Woodward's rules. One clue that the diene band absorbs in this region 
is found in the CD spectrum. A very noticeable shoulder at 268 mu can 
be seen in both Weiss' and our spectrum of thebaine. The ultraviolet 
spectrum of thebaine has two absorptions, one of which (285 mu) is much 
broader than usual. The band width of the 285 mu band of codeine is 21 
mu vtiile that of thebaine is 31 mu. This difference can be attributed 
to a superposition of the aromatic band at 285 ma and the diene absorp­
tion at 274 mu. Weiss has attributed the entire elliptioity centered 
at 288 mu to the diene moity and does not assign any of the dichrcism 
to the aromatic chromqphore. This might be justified on the basis that 
the double bonds and the benzene ring can be considered to be homo» 
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conjugated to a certain extent. However, we feel that h<moconjugation 
may account for the enhancement of the aromatic Cotton effect relative 
to codeine and in some cases may be responsible for a change in the 
sign of a given Cotton effect, but there is no reason to suggest that 
thebaine is sufficiently homoconjugated to result in a completely new 
chromophore. The fact that two dichroisms are evident at approximately 
the correct wave lengths for the individual absorptions also suggests 
that these are individual dichroisms. Removal of one double bond in 
thebaine results in dihydrothebaine. The ORD spectrum of this ccmpound 
has been given previously (Fig. 51 )• It can be seen that the amplitude 
of the Cotton effect has decreased approximately 2.5 times. This change 
can arise îrm a number of causes. The an^litude of dihydrocrinine 
relative to crinine decreased by a factor of 4.8. This decrease can be 
due to removing the double bond from the vicinity of the benzene ring. 
This does not necessarily depend upon ary special overlap of the 
orbitals. It can be postulated that the aromatic pi cloud does "feel" 
the effect of the C^-C^ double bond and in this sense is homoconjugated. 
This same reasoning can be used in the case of thebaine-dihydrothebaine. 
The shape of the ORD spectrum of these two compounds is the same while 
only the as^litudes of the dispersions have changed. At this time it 
can only be said that electron density at w near the chromophore under 
observation will effect that chromophore in one or more ways. It can­
not even be said whether the effect of a ^ , 2^ double bond on a carboryl 
chromophore will be the same &s & S » If double bond on the aromatic 
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chromqphore* A superficial examination of dihydrocodeine and dihydro-
crinine reveals a degree of similarity in these molecules which warrants 
a comparison of their CEO and CD spectra. Both molecules are T shaped 
and the bond angles are quite similar in all rings. The only major 
difference lies in the two carbon ethano bridge in the Amaryllis deriv­
ative versus a three atom bridge in the morphine analog. However, com­
pound XXXIIIt tdiich has the absolute stereochemistry shown, affords a 
positive dispersion curve. 
XXXII I  
If crinane has the same absolute stereochemistry there is no logical 
reason why it should not exhibit a positive peak at its first dispersion 
maxima. Since the UV spectrum of these compounds are not as straight­
forward as those of other morphine alkaloids a comparison of the QRD 
and CD spectra of crinine and dihydrocrinine with those of codeine and 
dihydrocodeine were made. This resulted in the same dichotomy. Vit-
tatine as drawn for the absolute configuration assigned to it has the 
same absolute stereochemistry as morphine and codeine at the asymmetric 
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center adjacent to the benzene ring. Morphine and codeine afford nega­
tive dichroisms at 296 zmi and positive ones at 240 ma. These spectra 
are mirror images of those obtained from vittatine. Stated differently, 
codeine and morphine have CD spectra superimposable with those of crinine* 
but the absolute configuration assigned to crinine on the basis of IfiJLl's 
rule is the opposite of that known for codeine and morphine. The oxide 
bridge in codeine gives rise to an asymmetric center, but this absorbs 
in a part of the spectrum not available to our instruments. A study of 
molecular models shows that there is very little if ai%r change in the 
shape of the molecule upon removal of the oxide bridge. Because of 
this, thé comparison between morphine and Amaryllis alkaloids is justi­
fiable, A further comparison of properly substituted morphinanes in 
the ORD and CD have shown that the removal of the oxide bridge does not 
have a great effect on the dichroism of any given compound. 
Supporting evidence that a reassignment of the absolute stereo­
chemistry may be warranted comes from pharmacological data gathered at 
the National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland (l49a). Test animals 
were injected with samples of (-) and (+) crinane and the various deriv­
atives listed in Table 10. In most cases the (-) crinane derivatives 
were more potent analgesics than their (+) counterparts. Before an 
effective dose of a dl crinane mixture was reached it was necessary to 
feed almost twice as much as was used for (-) crinane. This indicates 
that only (-) crinane and derivatives had physiological activities 
coD^arable to the morphines. While evidence of this type cannot be 
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Table 10. Pharmacological data of some Amaryllis alkaloids 
Cœipound Stereochemistry Results 
Crinine 
Epicrinine 
Crinane 
Crinane 
Haemanthine 
CrinamidLne 
Buphanidrine 
Buphanisine 
Powelline 
(+) Dihydrobuphanisine 
Crinaraine 
Haemanthamine 
Vittatine 
ED^q 29.4 mg 
ED^O ' 35.3 MG 
ED^q 8.4 mg 
ED^q 14.7 mg 
no significant effect 
no significant effect 
ED^q 6,2 mg 
no significant effect 
inactive 
no significant effect 
inactive 
inactive 
inactive 
*ED = effective dose. 
taken as conclusive* it warrants careful consideration. 
C, Development of the Quadrant Rule 
It has been shown that haemanthidine and 6-hydroxycrinamine can be 
converted to tazettine (Fig. 50) and criwelline (Fig. 57)» respectively» 
by methylation with methyl iodide and treatment with dilute base. Ihese 
conversions do not effect in any way the asymmetric center at 0^^^. 
HotTever, both transformations result in a complete inversion of the sign 
26,100 
21500 
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of the low wave length aromatic Cotton effect. It should be noted that 
the 295 mu band in criwelline is analogous and is of the same sign as 
the low wave length dichroism. Examination of Dreiding models shows 
that in tazèttine» the methcoqyl group is positioned directly over 
the benzene ring and can interact with it. This same methoxyl group in 
criwelline is well out of the way of the aromatic ring. This change in 
configuration at is equivalent to removing an electronic interaction 
and replacing it with a hydrogen- TT bond interaction as in the powellane 
crinane case. The change in sign from tazettine to criwelline parallels 
that of crinane to powellane. The CD spectra of tazettine and criwel­
line are given in Figures 50 and 57. 
A careful study of molecular models has shown that during the con. 
version of haemanthidine to tazettine the position of the noiv-aronatic 
portion of the molecules changes relative to the plane of the benzene 
ring. This pron^ted an investigation of the bond an^e between the 
10b.11 carbon-carbon bond and the plane of the benzene ring. In crinine 
this angle is and in vittatine -110°. The positive sign designates 
above the plane of the ring and the negative sign below the plane. In 
all of the compounds having the crinine absolute stereochemistry (as 
assigned by Jeffs and others) this an^e was positive; a negative angle 
was obtained for vittatine like structures. Codeine, measuring the same 
angle, has a negative value (-90°). Table 11 gives the results for a 
number of compounds and compares them with the observed dichroism of 
the 295 mu benzene band* It can be seen from the table that codeine 
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Table 11. Relationship between benzene plane and bond angle 
Compound Angle EUipticity (290 mu) 
Codeine (-) 90® - 8600® 
Crinine (+) 110° - 7300° 
Tazettine (+) 150° - 4900° 
Vittatine (-) 110° + 7200° 
Crinamine (-) 110 + 8100 
has both a negative angle and a negative dichroism. ALl of the Amaryl­
lis, using Jeff's assignments have positive angles and negative diohro-
isms and visa versa. If the absolute configuration of crinine and 
tazettine type Amazyllidaceae alkaloids were reversed» the signs would 
then be the same as the morphines. 
It is well known that the sign of rotation of any chromophore in 
an asymmetric environment is dependent upon the situation of the rest 
of the molecule around it. The octant rule for çyclohexanones is based 
upon this premise. Three crthagonal planes exist for the carboryl 
group. One of these contains the carbonyl group and the two carbon 
atoms adjacent to it (plane a), the second plane is a perpendicular one 
which bisects the axis of the carbon oxygen bond of the chromophore 
(plane b). The third plane is perpendicular to the first two and cuts 
the carbonyl bond at a point between the carbon atom and the oxygen* 
These planes are the nodal planes, and are the planes of symmetry of 
the orbitals associated with the n—pi toansition of the carbonyl 
I4l 
group. The atoms of the molecular structure assume positions in these 
octants depending on the configuration and conformation of the partic­
ular cmpound. Their influence on the asymmetry of the carbonyl group 
is characterized by a sign according to which octant thqy occupy. There 
are actually front and rear octants for the carbonyl group, but since 
atoms are situated only very rarely in front of the carbonyl group, the 
Aront octants are not usually considered. 
/ / 
/ / M 7 
/ 
/ 
Since it is difficult to work with the three dimensional projection of 
the octants shown above, a two dimensional one is preferred. 
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Only those atoms actually situated in the octants effect the sign of 
the Cotton effects. Amy atoms in the planes have no effect as they 
would either be in the node of an orbital or bisect one, and the effect 
would cancel. 
The octant rule as discussed above was derived for the carboiyl 
group. There is no theoretical (l49b) or chemical reason why similar 
octant rules cannot exist for other chromophores. Freely rotating 
chromophores such as the nitro and nitrile groups are not amenable to 
such a rule since it is not possible to know their position relative to 
the rest of the molecule. The aromatic ring should lend itself nicely 
to such consideratiwis provided it is attached at more than one point 
to the rest of the molecule. The hypothetical confound (XXXIV) can 
serve as a model for the development of a quadrant rule for the aromatic 
ring in an asymmetric environment. 
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In the aromatic ring the electronic transitions which must be con­
sidered are the pi—pi* excitations* The transitions of the p elec­
trons themselves cannot give rise to optical activity* The asymmetric 
center adjacent to the aromatic ring perturbs the pi system in such a 
manner that mixing of the d benzene orbitals occurs* It is known 3CY 
that these perturbations effect the chrcmophore in a manner depending 
upon their orientation relative to it* The sign of the rotation is 
dependent upon which octant of the chrcmophore the rest of the molecule 
occupies* !Qiis is shown below for an octant system of flront and rear 
octants* 
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Quadrants may be constructed in the same manner for an aromatic 
ring as for the carboryl chromqphore. The quadrant projection for the 
benzene ring is given in figure 58. It can be seen that plane a is in 
the plane of the ring and will therefore be in the nodes of the pi 
system. Plane b bisects carbon atoms 8, 10a and 10b of XXXIV. Plane 
c is analogous to the plane in the octant rule which bisects the carbonyl 
group. In XXXIV this plane would bisect the ring into Aront and rear 
octants. Since a molecule with atoms in front of plane c would be rare, 
the front octants are not considered. This leads therefore to a quad­
rant rule instead of an octant rule. An. atom or group of atoms in the 
planes mentioned above will have no effect on the sign of the rotation 
of the chromqphore. 
In order to use the quadrant rule for benzene derivatives, it is 
necessary to look parallel to the b plane at the asymmetric center in 
unsubstituted benzene derivatives. Theoretically one should look for 
QUADRANT PROJECTION of the AROMATIC RING 
Fig. 58 
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the best symmetxy axis of the aromatic ring and look down it. In cri-
nine this would be between the oxygens of the methylenedioxy group and 
in powelline it would be down the 8, 10a, 10b axis. This has been done 
specifically for crinine and crinanine. The quadrant rule applied as 
originally envisaged provides the same answer as when applied using the 
qnnmetry axis. However, in the former usage the hydroxyl at and 
the methoxyl at are in plane b, and while one predicts the correct 
sign, no additional data concerning the amplitude of these Cotton ef­
fects is gained. When the symmetry axis is used, both the hydroxyl and 
the methoxyl shift positions in the quadrants. The hydroxyl group 
shifts to a negative quadrant and the methoxyl group shifts into the 
positive quadrant. %is represents a gain in the positive quadrant of 
a CHg unit and can account for the increase in the Cotton effect of 
crinamine relative to vittatine. This is true for all of the crinine, 
tazettine and montanine type alkaloids. If there is a symmetry axis 
which can be found readily, this should be used in any of the other 
compounds which we have studied. In some cases there is no readily 
discernible symmetry axis and here we have simply used the plane anal­
ogous to 8, 10a, 10b axis in XXXIV. This has resulted in the correct 
predictions in all cases. We had completed almost all of the quadrant 
projections on the basis of sighting down the a^mmetric center when 
Schellman (l49b) predicted a quadrant rule on theoretical grounds based 
on the best symmetry axis in a given molecule, therefore, all of the 
projections shown in this thesis are on the previously- discussed basis. 
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As has been pointed out this does not effect the results in any manner. 
It is possible, however» that as one applies the rule to a greater 
number of confounds, the symmetry axis of the molecule may provide the 
best answer. It is wise to look at axuy given molecule in both ways 
before coming to a conclusion about the sign of a dichroism. 
The signs given to the four quadrants for both the 285 mu and 240 
mu transitions of the benzene ring are given in Figures 59 and 60, The 
values in these figures are based on an examination of the quadrant 
rule as applied to the dichroisms of codeine and morphine, both of 
which are of known absolute configuration. Here, as in the octant rule, 
the situation of the atoms in the quadrants determines the signs of 
rotation in the ORD and CD spectra. For the carbonyl group there is 
only one dichroism and hence only one octant projection is needed, but 
each aromatic ring has two absorptions and gives rise to two dichroisms 
which in a normal situation are of opposite sign. This calls for two 
quadrant projections for each optically active benzene ring. We have 
previously defined a normal pair of aromatic dichroisms as being anti­
podal. In doing so it follows that in a molecule that has only a 
benzene ring absorbing between 215 mu and 260 mu has a "normal" dis­
persion spectra if it crosses the zero axis in the region of the 
maximum value of the benzene ultraviolet absorptions. An example of a 
normal benzene dispersion spectra is that of crinine, while an abnormal 
one is the spectrum of powelline. We have found that either normal or 
abnormal dichroism q)eotra gives rise to normal or abnormal dispersion 
I 
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spectra respectively. It is then possible to apply the quadrant rule 
to ORD data for which normal dispersion data have been recorded and for 
which the ultraviolet spectra is known. 
While the octant rule for the carboryl group and the quadrant rule 
for the benzene ring are essentially the same» the latter is less sub­
ject to error. The carbonyl group is usually situated in a ring that 
has a certain amount of flexibility. "Riis can result in conformational 
changes in the molecule which effect the sign and amplitude of the 
Cotton effect. In aromatic compounds the benzene ring is the chromo-
phore and is conformationally rigid. 
It now becomes necessary to test our postulated quadrant rule on a 
significant number of ccanpounds of known absolute stereochemistry. The 
remainder of this thesis is devoted to this task. 
All of the morphine derivatives studied by Kuriyama are of known 
absolute configuration. Unfortunately no circular dichroism spectra 
were run on these confounds. The CD spectra of morphine and codeine 
are normal and the CRD and CD curves of dihydrocodeine do not indicate 
that a change in sign of the low energy aromatic ellipticity has occurred 
upon hydrogénation. Because of the structural similarities between the 
morphines and codeines the ORD spectra of Kuriyama can be interpreted 
as reflecting the true stereochemistry of the asymmetric center. %e 
spectra of XXX, XXXI and XXXII are very similar to that of crinine, 
which supports the above statement* Projection of XXX onto the quad­
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rants for the 275 mu, benzene band predicts that the sign should be 
negative and this can be seen as correct (fig. 6l)« Also shown is the 
projection of XXXV (Fig. 62). This predicts a positive sign for the 
275 mu Cotton effect (Fig. 63), and this is observed. 
The indole alkaloids have been the subject of extensive investiga­
tions, and the absolute configurations of mazy members of this group 
are known (150). ^e first member of this family of alkaloids to be 
tested was XXXVI. This is a new class of compounds for which the 
absolute stereochemistry is known. The first trough on the ORD spectrum 
is a large negative one and application of the quadrant rule to it 
resulted in agreement with the sign predicted for this stereochemistry 
(151). 
xxxvi 
One prerequisite which is important for an interpretation of the 
CD spectrum of any compound is a knowledge of the UV spectrum. In most 
aromatic derivatives it is usually an easy matter to assign the benzene 
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absorptions. Indole alkaloids are unusual in this respect as they are 
no longer simple benzene derivatives. The indole moity makes a contri­
bution to the absorption spectra of certain ccnzpounds. That this is 
correct is evidenced by magnetic CD studies. A monosubstituted benzene 
derivative di^lays a single Cotton effect under the influence of a 
magnetic field, whereas indole has two Cotton effects of opposite sign 
(l42). This second ellipticity is assigned to the heterocyclic portion 
of the molecule, probably arising from the oC t^ unsaturation. The 
indole alkaloids in which the double bond is removed display a simple 
benzene like absorption spectra, provided that there is hydrogen or 
saturated carbon attached to the nitrogen atom, (cf. ajmaline). N-
acetyl derivatives of indole alkaloids have a shoulder at 286 mu which 
is usually never reported in the literature (152). Since it is of 
importance in the interpretation of the CD spectra of these compounds 
to know whether this band is benzoid in origin or due to a non-benzene 
portion of the molecule, the UV spectrum of aspidospermine was run in 
various solvents. Methanol provided the usual curve which lacks benzene 
fine structure. Pentane did provide evidence that the 286 mu shoulder 
was non-benzoid as it showed none of the fine structure associated with 
these bands. The major absorption di^layed a great deal of fine struc­
ture, as expected for benzene bands. Supporting evidence that the 
absorption at 286 mu was due to some other part of the aspidospermine 
molecule was provided by the CD qpectra. A large negative band centered 
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at 256 mu and a positive maximum at 225 mu corresponding to UV absorp­
tion bands at 256 mu and 219*5 mu were the only CD maxima found in 
aspidospermine. A possible rationalization of the unusual UV spectra 
might lie in the N-acetyl group. It is well known (153, 154) that the 
N-acetyl group can exist in two tautomeric forms. 
,0® i /p i /ch] 
15. ' N—" N = C  
•CH3 I CH3 1 
Nuclear magnetic resonance data shows that these forms can be in as 
high as a 1:1 ratio in any given molecule. This means that in the 
N-acetyl indoles there would be introduced a degree oî oC» unsatura-
tion such as that found in indole itself. There is no experimental 
proof that this is the situation in the N-acetyl dil^rdroindoles, how­
ever, mary of the N-acetyl derivatives and the lactam derivatives (of, 
strychnine) have quite similar absorption spectra, all of which differ 
A"cm the dihydroindole alkaloids. 
The stereochemistry vAiich has been proposed for aspidospermine on 
the basis of chemical correlations and X-ray data is given in XXXVII 
(155. 156). 
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This stereochemistzy demands that the first Cotton effect be negative 
and the second positive. The spectrum in Figure 64 shows that this is 
obtained in accordance with predictions obtained from the quadrant rule 
(Fig. 65) for the 256 mu band dichroism. 
The absolute configuration of ajmaline (Fig. 66) has been con­
clusively proven by chemical degradation and correlations with CGnpounds 
of known absolute stereochemistry (157). The UV ^ectrum is straight­
forward. The only absorptions are at 290 mu and 245 mu, and each of 
these has a corresponding CD maxima. Application of the quadrant pre­
dicts a negative maxima at 290 mu and a positive one at 245 mu. This 
is observed. The octant projection for ajmaline (240 mu) is given in 
Figure 67. 
Akuammicine is an interesting molecule as its rotation at the 
sodium D line is (-) 745^. The absorption spectra of akuammicine has 
maxima at 329 mu, 300 mu and 230 mu, whereas the CD spectrum (Fig. 68) 
has ellipticities at 325 mu, 285 mu and 245 mu. It was experimentally 
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impossible to observe the 23O mu dichroisra. The 2^5 mu CD maxima un­
doubtedly is the second benzene absorption, which is hidden in the UV 
by the large absorption band of the unsaturated ester at 23O ma (119). 
The difference of 55 mu between the two benzene bands is in agreement 
with that found for other aromatic alkaloids. The very large dichroism 
found at 325 mu can be assigned to the n-^pi* transition of the carbonyl 
group, and the rotation at 589 mu can be attributed to this chrcmophore» 
The absolute stereochemistry of akuammicine is known Arom chemical cor­
relations with strychnine (158). Projection of akuammicine on the 
octants for the 240 mu benzene band predicts that a positive dichroism 
should be observed, and examination of Figure 69 shows that this is 
what is found. 
Strychnine and brucine (Fig. 70) have been the subject of extensive 
chemical and spectral investigations (150). The absolute stereochemis­
try has been determined by both degradative and X-ray methods (159» 16O). 
Additional proof of the stereochemistry came from the superlatively 
elegant total synthesis of strychnine by R. B. Woodward (I61). Strych­
nine and brucine may be considered N-acetyl indoles. This is evident 
from the UV spectrum of strychnine. It is very similar to that of 
aspidospermixie, with the maximum absorption at 245 mu and two small 
shoulders at 281 mu and 289 mu. The absorption spectra of brucine is 
quite different. Tnis difference may be attributed to the two methoxyl 
groups on the aromatic ring. The long wave length absorption band is 
shifted to 302 mu and the second benzene band to 265 mu. The CD bands 
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of brucine are at the same wave lengths as those in the UV, i.e., 302 
mu and 255 mu. Both of the dichroisms are negative and hence not normal. 
However, application of the quadrant rule to brucine demands that the 
255 mu band be negative, and as can be seen in Figure 71 this is cor­
rect. The second benzene band of strychnine is impossible to observe 
as it occurs at 210 mu, A CD spectra of strychnine run in water has 
shown that there is a large negative dichroism in this region. Since 
strychnine and brucine have been shown to be identical but for the 
substitution on the aromatic ring, the results obtained for brucine may 
safely be applied to strychnine even if the second band cannot be seen 
in its entirety. The octant projection of the 265 mu benzene dichroism 
of brucine is given in Figure 71. 
lysergic acid derivatives have received a great deal of attention 
lately, both by the chemist and by the public. This alkaloid is not 
amenable to the present study since it possess no a^mmetric center 
adjacent to the aromatic ring. Dlhydrolysergic acid does have the 
necessary center of asymmetry and has been studied by us. The absolute 
stereochemistry of lysergic acid (XXXVIII) and its dihydro derivatives 
have been elucidated by Hofmann and Stadler (162, 163). 
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The CD spectra of dihydrdysergic acid (Fig. 72) displays a negative 
maximum at 280 mu and a positive one at 235 mu. This is in accord with 
the signs predicted for the first and second benzene bands using the 
quadrant rule. This is shown for the 235 mu band in Figure 73» Festu-
disposal, but since it is known that small changes in parts of the 
molecule removed from the asymmetric center play a small role in the 
sign of the dichroisms (69), the absolute stereochemistry could be 
obtained Arom the spectrum of dihydrolysergSc acid. 
The CED spectra of a number of isoquinoline alkaloids have been 
studied by Battersby (95)* and the signs of the first Cotton effects 
correlated with their absolute stereochemistry. Since these correlations 
from the rotatory dispersion spectra proved to be correct» it follows 
that the QRD spectra reflect the correct configuration at the asymmetric 
clavine (dihydrolysergic acid, CH^ instead of COgH) was not at our 
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center. Two of the compounds studied were directly applicable to the 
quadrant rule. These were XXXIX and XL, and the quadrant projection of 
each are given in Figure 74-. 
An examination of the Dreiding models of XXXIX and XL showed that 
each could exist in two conformations. Conformational analysis indicated 
that probably only one of these conformations would exist. The choice 
of conformerai was governed by the following factors: a trans relation­
ship between the lone pair on nitrogen and the benzylic hydrogen; an 
equatorial -CH^OH is more stable than an axial one; an equatorial -COCH^ 
is more stable than an axial one; a quasi chair conformation of ring b 
is preferred to a quasi boat one; the conformation having all of the 
above is such that a strong hydrogen bond is formed between the hydroxyl 
proton and the oxygen of the carbonyl group. In both XXXIX and XL the 
choice was made on the basis of one conformer having all of the above 
prerequisites while the other conformer had none. The equatorial-axial 
consideration was especially important since, in the latter* both the 
-CHgOH and the -COCH^ groups were axial at the same time and in this 
position were situated in the pi clcud of the benzene ring. On the 
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basis of the most stable conformation contributing virtually all of the 
observed rotation, these two compounds were projected onto the octants 
for the first benzene band, and were found to exhibit the sign of 
rotation as called for by the rule. It seems that as the quadrant rule 
for aromatic confounds becomes more firmly established, its use can be 
extended to conformational analysis. The use of CD and ORD for con­
formational analysis has precedent in the work of Djerassi and co­
workers (69). The isoquinoline derivative, benzoisoquinolizidine (Fig. 
75)» is a semirigid structure of known absolute stereochemistry (164^). 
Its ORD spectrum has a trough at 304 mu followed by a positive peak 
which cannot be seen in its entirety. When this molecule is placed on 
its projection and viewed along the axis from the asymmetric center, 
there are three carbon atoms in the negative octants and a nitrogen and 
a carbon close to the plane of the benzene ring in a positive octant. 
It is difficult to decide whether the sign of the rotation should be 
positive or negative from this projection. However, when the molecule 
is viewed through its symmetry axis (Cg-C^; Cga"®10a^ this problem no 
longer exists as the nitrogen and four carbon atoms fall into a negative 
quadrant. The small size of the rotation at 304 mu may arise if the 
symmetry axis bisects the Cg-C^ axis and the nitrogen atom. This would 
then leave four carbon atoms in the negative quadrant to contribute to 
the rotatory strength of the benzene ring. The quadrant projection of 
this compound is given in Figure 75* 
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A re-examination of the ORD spectra of the morphine derivatives 
discussed previously shows that as the substitution in ring C changes 
from a viiyl ether to a saturated ring the rotation decreases according, 
ly. This can be predicted by the quadrant rule because as each function­
al group is removed the total number of contributing groups in the nega. 
tive quadrants decreases. With this in mind one predicts that the size 
of the dispersion decreases in going fron XXX to XXXII. This is found 
to be the case. 
Kelanthiodine (XLI) is the second member of l-phenylisoquinolines 
to be reported (165). Klyne has assigned the absolute stereochemistry 
to this compound on the basis of the ORD spectra, and its correlation 
with compounds of known stereochemistry (165). Dreiding models show 
that there can be a great deal of freedom of rotation around the carbon, 
carbon bonds but in all cases the atoms remain in the same octants when 
projected onto them. The one case where the atoms change octants is in 
the unlikely conformer where all four benzene rings are directly above 
one another. The quadrant rule predicts that the first Cotton effect 
be negative and this is what was found. This conclusion is in agree­
ment with the fact, that XLII has as its first Cotton effect a negative 
trough (166), which is predicted by the quadrant rule. 
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A number of benzylisoquindline alkaloids have been correlated with 
their absolute stereochemistry by optical rotatory dispersion techniques 
(167). The ORD spectra if D-armepavine and L-norarmepavine are negative 
and positive at 290 vox respectively (XLIII and XLIV). 
XL IV XLIII 
Since the asymmetric center is to one of the aromatic ring andy? to 
the other, it is usual to assume that the greatest portion of the 
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rotation is due to the former. In ary case it is clear that the two 
spectra are mirror images, and that the confounds are true antipodes. 
As in the Amaryllis and morphine alkaloids, there are bands at 285 mu 
and 245 nu which can be assigned to the two benzene bands of ring A. 
This can be only a tentative assignment as no CD ^ectra of these com-
pounds are available. The dimethoxybenzene chromqphore in alkaloid l6 
has absorption maxima at 286 mu and 235 mu, whereas the phenolic ring 
absorbs at 286 mu and 279 mu. The difference between the extinction 
coefficients of the phenolic absorptions (279 mu, E = 1950; 286 mu, 
E = 1780) and the absorption of ring A (286 mu, E = 4130) is not large 
enough to differentiate between them in the UV q)ectra, but they can be 
asymmetric center contributes little to the total dispersion, the cross­
over points at 235 mu and 286 mu can be taken as the center of the 
absorption bands corresponding to ring A. The only trough which can 
be assigned with certainty is that one at 290 mu. Ihis corresponds to 
the 286 mu dispersion of ring A. As no CO data are available it is not 
possible to tell how far each dispersion extends, and it is difficult 
to assign the rest of the peaks and troughs. Application of the quadm 
rant rule results in the prediction that the first band in armepavine 
should be negative and that in nor armepavine positive. This is found 
to be true escperimentally. These conclusions take into account the 
recent work of Dalton and Cava on benzylisoquindines which states that 
approximated from the CRD spectra, 
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substituents on the nitrogen cause the phenolic ring to take position 
directly over ring A (l68). 
Nicotine (XLV), anabasine (XLVI) and mesembrinol (XLVU) present 
special problems when an attempt is made to apply the quadrant rule. 
In these compounds the optically active center adjacent to the aromatic 
ring is free to rotate. This is the first time that this situation is 
encountered. An examination of the Dreiding models of nicotine and 
anabasine did not point to any one rotamer as being inherently more 
stable than another. Even when the rule is used in reverse, i.e., 
knowing the sign of the rotation and the absolute stereochemistry (I69), 
it is not possible to find a sound reason why one rotamer should pre­
dominate over any of the others. Since mesembrinol is a bulkier mole­
cule than either nicotine or anabasine the same reasoning was used on 
this molecule, but with no more success than previously. 
OH 
XLV XLVI XLVU ^"3 
It is necessary to conclude at the present time that the quadrant 
rule should not be applied to compounds possessing a freely rotating 
asymmetric center adjacent to the aromatic ring. This does not imply 
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the rule breaks down for these compounds, but that it is not possible 
to determine which rotamers contribute most to the rotatory power of 
the chromophore. 
The quadrant rule for the aromatic chromophore has been applied to 
a relatively large number of compounds of known absolute stereochemis­
try. The absolute configuration of these compounds has been proven 
unequivocably by either X-ray analysis, chemical interrelations or both. 
Table 12 gives all of the compounds to which the quadrant rule has been 
applied and the results obtained. 
Table 12 is only a partial representation of the total number of 
caripounds to which the rule applies if one considers the total number 
of alkaloids in each group. As an example, morphine and codeine repre­
sent but two of a large number of compounds of essentially the same 
structure. If the aromatic quadrant rule were available when the 
stereostructures of other derivatives in this large family were being 
studied, the correlations eventually derived by chemical degradations 
could have been obtained much more readily. 
Ihe quadrant rule has been developed from compounds of known 
absolute stereochemistry, and has been tested on a relatively large 
number of representative alkaloids from various families. The rule has 
always predicted the same absolute stereochemistry that &.ray analysis 
has proven to be correct. When the quadrant rule is applied to the 
Amaryllis alkaloids possessing either the crinine or the tazettine ring 
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Table 12. Ccmpoonds to which the quadrant rule has been applied and 
results obtained 
Compound Pred, CD Obs. CD Pred. ORD Obs. ORD 
285 mu 245 mu 285 mu 245 mu 300 mu 300 mu 
Morphine (+) (+) (-) 
Codeine* (+) (+) (-) 
Dlhydr oc odeine (+) (+) (-) 
Thebaine (+) (+) (-) 
Heroin (+) (+) — — 
m «•WOT OTOTOT (-) 
xm WOT OTOTOT (-) (-) 
mil WW OTOTOT OTOTOT . " (-) 
xmii OTOTOT OTOTOT (+) (+) 
XXX7 OTOTOT OTOTOT (+) (+) 
XXXVI OTOTOT OTOTOT OTOTOT (-) 
A^idospermine (-) (+) (-) (+) — 
Akuamiicine (-) (+) (+) (+) 
Ajmaline (-) (+) (-) (+) 
Brucine (+) (-) (-) (-) 
Strychnine (-) (-) 
Dihydrolysergic acid (-) (+) (-) (+) 
XXXIX OTOTOT (+) (+) 
XL OTOTOT 
XLI OTOTOT 
XLII 
Benz oisoquinolizidine 
Norarmepavine (+) (+) 
Arraepavine OTOTOT 
Galwthamine (-) (+) (+) (+) (+) 
Lycorine (-) (+) (-) (+) 
Dihydrolycorine (-) (+) (-) (+) 
— 
*Basis of quadrant rule. 
systems» the predictions are in all cases the opposite of that expected 
for the presently accepted absolute stereochemistry. Therefore» the 
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quadrant rule demands that the absolute configurations of the orinine, 
tazettine and montanine types be reinterpreted. The arguments presented 
below are based on the quadrant rule as applied to these members of the 
Amaryllis alkaloids in the absolute configurations now accepted. jQJL 
of the octant projections shown in the following sections are projections 
of this stereochemistry. In each case we shall demonstrate that this 
approach invariably leads to erronioas conclusions concerning the absow. 
lute stereochemistry of these compounds. 
Ihe octant projections for the 296 ran and 2^5 nu of crinine are 
given in Figures 76 and 77. From the positions of the atoms in the 
quadrants, it is clear that the first Cotton effect of crinine should 
be positive and the second negative. The reverse would be true for 
vittatine. Experimentally this is found not to be the case. • The first 
Cotton effect in crinine is negative and the second is positive. Coiw 
sistent results were obtained for powelline, buphanidrine, crinamine, 
haemanthamine, haemanthidine* d-hydrootycrinamine and all other Maryllis 
alkaloids for which the dichroisms are normal. In those compounds for 
;Aich the sign of the first dichroism has changed, the sign of the 
second dichroism (which never changes), provides the same results. 
In the series crinine, dihydrocrinine, crinane, the rotations and 
dichroisms decrease in a stepwise fashion as can be predicted from the 
quadrant rule. In undergoing these changes the aromatic ring is effected 
by fewer electrons and the dichroism decreases accordingly. 
CH. 
CH 
CH 
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The change in sign of the CD spectra of haemanthidine and tazettine 
can be accommodated as the changing of the quadrant occupancy around the 
benzene ring while not changing the absolute configuration at position 
10b. Figures 78 and 79 show the projections of tazettine and haeman-
thidine based on the presently accepted stereochemistry. It is apparent 
that the dichroisms are the opposite from those predicted by the quad­
rant rule on the basis of this stereochemistry. We submit that the 
absolute configurations now accepted for these molecules be reversed. 
Excellent supporting evidence that a change in the absolute conm 
figuration of the 5» lOb-ethanophenanthridine alkaloids is necessary 
came frm a study of the CD spectra of dihydrooxobuphanamine (Fig. 80). 
This compound is quite similar to the aromatic Airing steroids (XLVIII) 
studied by Dreiding (I3l)t since both compounds have conformations 
favoring homoconjugation of the pi orbitals of benzene with those on 
the carboryl group. 
CH3 
XLVIII 
OihydrooKobuphanamine gives rise to a positive Cotton effect at 295 mu 
which can be assigned to the carbonyl chromophore. There is no cor-
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responding absorption band at 295 mi in the UV indicating that this is 
an n—pi* transition of small extinction coefficient. The octant rule 
can now be applied in the usual manner, taking into account the fact 
that substituents lie in both the front and rear octants (60). The 
plane through the carboiyl bisects the aromatic ring in dihydrooxo-
buphanamine in such a manner as to leave the methylenedioocy group in a 
positive front octant and the methoxy group in a negative rear octant. 
A simple expedient would be to consider that the effects of the aromatic 
ring cancel and it is only necessary to consider the substituents. How­
ever, it is known from both NMR and CD studies that the methoxyl group 
in position 7 causes the electron density at C^Q to be greater than in 
compounds where there is no electron releasing group. That this 
increased electron density is felt by the carboiyl group is evidenced 
in the CD spectrum of desmethoxyldihydrooxobuphanamine (Fig, 8l). The 
molecular ellipticity of the carbonyl group in this derivative is (+) 
1980° while that of dihydrooxobuphanamine is (+) 4360°, This is to be 
expected in view of the effects which an aromatic methylenedioxymethoxy 
ring has upon substituents at in these semirigid molecules. Because 
of these facts the aromatic carbon atoms should be included in the 
octant projections to determine what the sign of the dichroism will be. 
However, the same answer can be obtained if these are neglected. The 
projections for the front and rear octants and the resultant of these 
are given below. A starred carbon atom indicates an aromatic carbon 
A / \ / \ 
1 1 1 -I 1 
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considered to be of high electron density in dihydrocxobuphanamine. 
Ihe resultant projection of the front and rear octants is given in 
Figure 82. 
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Application of the octant rule predicts a negative dichroisra for 
the carbonyl group for the absolute configuration now accepted for 
dihydrooKobuphanamine. Experimentally, a positive one is found. 
Figure 82 projects the atoms into octants which give a positive di-
chroism and calls for the opposite absolute configuration Arom that 
now assumed. 
Recently, Rogers has determined the absolute stereochemistry of 
galantharaine methiodide (15) by X-ray methods, and has found that the 
ethano bridge has the same configuration as in the morphine alkaloids. 
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The complete-structure of galanthamine is given below. 
CH 
\ 
H 
CH3 
The CD spectra of galanthamine and epigalanthamine are given in 
Figures 83 and 84. The maxima at 288 mu and 240 rau correspond to those 
found in the UV spectra of these compounds, while the maximum at 250 mu 
has no accmpanjring absorption band which can be observed in either the 
free bases or in the hydrochlorides. The maxima at 288 mu and 240 mu 
are the same distance apart as in other disubstituted aromatic Amaryllis 
alkaloids, and if there were no other evidence available, they would be 
assigned the usual benzene bands as in other cases. Epigalanthamine 
affords a CD ^ectrum almost identical with galanthamine. It was 
originally suggested that the band at 250 mu was due to the oxide 
bridge in these compounds. This cannot be true since the morphine 
alkaloids have this same bridge and no 250 mu dichroism. There is no 
chromqphore in this type of molecule which is known to absorb at this 
wave length, and the only alternative is to suggest that this band is 
an artifact arising from some peculiarity of the molecular structure. 
Dreiding models show that it is possible for the lone pair of eleùtrons 
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on the nitrogen atom to approach the pi orbitals of the double 
bond. If this were so, a situation would exist similar to a 
bond, vAich absorbs at ca. 255 ciu. Acidification of the sample should 
protonate the nitrogen and remove the proposed pi-lone pair interaction. 
VJhen this is done, the band at 250 mu in both galanthamine and epi-
galanthamine disappears. This interaction can exist only if the double 
bond and nitrogen exist in the molecule at the same time. These data 
suggest that the proposed interaction is probably real and does effect 
the CD spectra of these alkaloids. The most important point is not 
whether this particular interaction is real or not but that the circular 
dichroism spectra of complex molecules is quite often effected by seenw 
ingly insignificant forces. It is imperative that the scientist using 
these techniques to unravel a molecular structure be aware of them. 
Application of the quadrant rule to the knovm absolute configura*, 
tion of galanthamine results in the octant projection shown in Figure 
85. This demands that the second benzene band at 240 mu be positive 
and this is found to be the case for the free base and the hydrochlo­
rides of galanthamine and epigalanthamine. (Ihese results are what is 
called for by Roger's X-ray data. It was fortuitious that, of aU. the 
Amaryllis alkaloids which have been studied, only the galanthamine type 
posed a problem of band assignment and this question was answered by 
the X-ray analysis. Since the quadrant rule has been correct in all 
cases, it would have been possible to assign the correct CD bands by 
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choosing the one idiich agreed -vâth that called for by application of 
the rule. As is obvious, this is the band at 240 mu. 
The ORD spectra of galanthainine and epigalanthamine were determined 
and are also given in Figures 83 and 84, The CD spectra of these com­
pounds show that both of the benzene bands are positive and, except for 
the small dichroism at 250 aiu, the only negative dichroism in the entire 
spectrum is the very large band beginning at 236 imi. This can be at­
tributed to the hydroocyl group at Cy In galanthamine the unusually 
large dichroism can be attributed to the strong hydrogen bond from the 
hydroxyl to the oxygen in the oxide bridge (15)» and in epigalanthamine 
to a hydroccyl hydrogen bonded to the nitrogen. It has been shown that 
all of the Amaryllis participating in strong hydrogen bonding give rise 
to ORD spectra in idiich none of the dispersions due to the benzene bands 
can be seen (of. buphanamine and ambelline). It is possible that, as 
more correlations of this type are made, ORD may be a useful tool for 
the identification of hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups. 
Barton applied Mill's rule to galanthamine and arrived at the 
correct absolute stereochemistry (170). This was fortuitous since the 
sign of the hydroxyl group was not only negative but was large enough 
to cancel any contribution from the positive benzene dispersion. These 
data and the supporting pharmacological data cited previously, as well 
as the very significant fact that the quadrant rule has not been in­
correct to this point, leads us to propose that the absolute stereo­
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chemistry of the 5t lOb-ethanophenanthridine and the [2]-benzopyrano 
[31 indole Amaryllis alkaloids should be reversed. The new stereo-
structures which are proposed can be formulated as: 
VITTATINE CRININE 
H. PCH3 
N-CH 
TAZETTINE 
The lactonic Amaryllis alkaloids homolycorine and hippeastrine are 
isomeric with the lycorine type alkaloids. Structural and stereochem­
ical correlations between these compounds have been made (171, 172). 
The structure of albcmaculine has recently been established and related 
to the above alkaloids. 
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Homolycorine (Fig. 86) and related compounds of this series have 
been assigned the absolute stereochemistry on the basis of Hudson's 
lactone rule (173) and Klyne's (174) modification of it. This rule is 
similar in principle to Mill's rule in that it correlates absolute 
stereochemistry on the basis of molecular rotations at 589 mu. How­
ever, the rotation observed at 589 mu for these compounds is probatûy 
* 
that of the lactone chromophore and is either the large n-* pi dis­
persion of the carbonyl or as in the case of the aromatic lactones the 
dispersion due to the electron transfer bands of the extended aromatic 
system, implication of Hudson's rule affords the absolute stereochemis-
tiy of position 5a» not the asymmetric center adjacent to the aromatic 
ring. Chemical evidence then completed the assignment of the relative 
stereochemistry of the remainder of the molecule. The absolute con­
figuration of lycorine (Fig. 87) and 2-epilycorine have been postulated 
on the basis of Mill's rule. These results were then applied to other 
lycorine type alkaloids. Homolycorine has been converted to dihydro-
pluvine (172) by a series of reactions which did not involve any of the 
asymmetric centers. Hippeastrine has been converted to lycorine 
methiodide, and conceivably could have been converted to lycorine since 
pluvine methiodide was converted into pluvine by these same workers. 
Lycorine and pluvine have been interrelated chemically and are known 
to have the same basic ring system and the same stereochemistry. Since 
the conversions of the lactonic alkaloids to the lycorines was carried 
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out with no change in the stereochemistry at the absdute config­
urations of lycorine and pluvine as assigned by Mill ' s rule were con­
sidered correct. 
Since circular dichroism ^ectra of these aranatic compounds would 
afford data concerning the absolute stereochemistry of the asymmetric 
center adjacent to the aromatic ring a study of the available lactonic 
alkaloids was carried out. Homolycorine was the first compound studied 
and the spectra is shown in Figure 86, The UV maxima are at 303 rau, 
268 mu and 228 mu» and the corresponding CD maxima are at 300 mu, 270 
mu and the beginning of a large negative dichroism at 235 may be the 
large absorption band observed at 228 ma. The CD spectra also has a 
very well defined band at 250 mu, which is the only positive maxima in 
the spectra. This band is undoubtedly the one responsible for the 
positive rotation at 589 mu in the CRD curve. As assigned previously 
for the aromatic lactam. 6-hydroxycrinamine lactam, the CD ellipticities 
at 300 im, 270 mu and 250 mu can be assigned to electron transfer bands. 
The large absorption band at 228 mu is probably the K band of the 
carbonyl (13O). The three bands observed in the CD can be attributed 
to transitions of the chromophore formed between the benzene ring and 
the carbonyl group, and as such they reflect the stereochemical environ­
ment of the chromophore. From the sign of the Cotton effects associated 
with this chromophore it should be possible to assign the stereochemis­
try of position lib independently. In 6-hydraxycrinamine lactam. 
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albomaculine (ïlg, 88) and honolycorine there are three bands in the CD 
at ca, 300 mu, 275 mu and 250 mu, and in all cases the first two of 
these are of the same sign and the third one of opposite sign. There 
should be no reason vhy this relationship should not be a general one 
for ccxnpounds of this type. The quadrant rule predicts that the first 
dichroisra should be negative followed by a positive one if the stereo­
chemistry assigned to the lactonic alkaloids is correct. Since it 
makes no difference if one chooses the first and third maxima or the 
second and third maxima as the dichroisms which reflect the absolute 
stereochemistry at 11b, the first two bands may be taken as one large 
negative maxima and the band at 250 mu the positive one predicted (Fig, 
89). Since the separation in benzene bands is usually about 55 imi, 
those at 3OO mu and 250 mu could reasonably be chosen as the major 
contributors to the signals. This assignment is also consistent with 
the results. 
If the absolute stereochemistry of the lactonic alkaloids is. cor­
rect as written, the quadrant rule must predict a negative maxima at 
295 mu and a positive one at 245 mu for lycorine in order to be con­
sistent, Examination of Dreiding models of lycorine results in this 
prediction. The choice of signs of the CD maxima is not as easy as in 
the crinine and tazettine alkaloids, since lycorine is virtually a flat 
molecule. Examination of dihydrolycorine (Fig, 90) provides some ad­
ditional support for this prediction as saturation of ring C makes the 
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molecule less planar. The octant projections for homolycorine and 
dihydrolycorine are given in Figures 89 and 91 (2^5 imi). From the 
above it is concluded that the absolute configuration of the lycorine 
type and the hanolycorine type alkaloids is correct as assigned. The 
conclusions drawn for these compounds were made on the basis of Hudson's 
lactone rule, the quadrant rule and Mill's rule, as well as chemical 
degradations. Recently an X^ray analysis at Shionogi Laboratories in 
Japan has confirmed these results (private communication; Dr, Kcyama, 
Shionogi Laboratories, Japan, 1966). 
The CD spectra of coccinine and montanine (Figs. 92 and 93) are 
virtually superimposable in all regions of the spectra. This is as 
expected since the diôhroism we are examining is associated with the 
benzylic position and not the functional groups. As can be seen from 
the figure, both maxima are negative ^Aich signifies that this is 
not a normal pair of benzene bands, implication of the quadrant rule 
to these compounds results in predicting the second dichroism at 240 
au to be positive (Fig. 9^) for the configuration as assigned orig­
inally. It has been shown that both haemanthamine and crinamine 
undergo rearrangement to (XLIX) and (L) respectively. 
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These confounds are simple isomers of coccinine, montanine and manthine 
(LI). The stereochemistry at the bridge (C^^) has been shown to be the 
same as in crinamine and haemanthamine (175)* Since it has been sug­
gested that the absolute stereochemistry of crinamine and haemanthamine 
should be reversed it follows that the stere©structure assigned to the 
coccinine type alkaloids should also be reversed. VJhen this is done 
the predicted sign of the Cotton effect and the experimentally deter­
mined spectra are in agreement. The new absolute configurations assign­
ed to coccinine » montinine and manthine are given below. 
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.jOCH 
COCCININE MONTANINE 
•OCH 
MANrHINE(Ll) 
Chronologically, the development of the octant rule came after the 
original work on the powellane-crinane anomaly. The structures drawn 
on the spectra have all been drawn according to the old assignments in 
order to avoid changing from one convention to another midway through 
the thesis. In order to agree with the new assignments of absolute 
configuration it is necessary to reverse the absolute configuration of 
all Maryllidaceae alkaloid containing the crinine, tazettine and 
montanine ring qrstems. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
This thesis presents an exhaustive compilation of circular dichro­
ism and rotatory dispersion spectra for compounds containing an asym­
metric benzylic carbon atom. These spectra have provided information 
about the manner in which configurational changes of the functional 
groups effect "the overall shapes of the ORD and CD spectra. The CD 
measurements have permitted an examination of the one asymmetric, center 
adjacent to the aromatic ring. It has been demonstrated that the sign 
of the Cotton effect changes upon variation of the atoms at the benzylic 
center. This has led to the development of the quadrant rule, which 
appears to work exceptionally well for the optically active aromatic 
chromophore. The existence of a quadrant rule for the aromatic ring 
has been predicted from symmetry considerations (149b), 
The original goal of this endeavor was to find the possible cause 
of the sign change in the Cotton effect of the aromatic 
absorption band dichroism in the methylenedioxymethoxy benzene Amaryllis 
alkaloids. It is very probable that stereoelectronic interactions 
between the benzene pi orbitals and the nearby atoms at C^ and C^ are 
responsible for this phenomenon. In addition, we have proven that the 
absolute stereochemistry of (+) powellane is the same as (-) crinane 
although a mirror image relationship between their ORD spectra from 
600 mu to 300 mu has been recorded. 
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It has also been shotm that the first benzene dichroism cannot be 
relied upon to reflect the stereochemistry at a benzylic asymmetric 
center. Prom this research we have proposed that the absolute stereo­
chemistry of the 5» lOb-ethanophenanthridine and the [Zj-benzopyrano 
|3, 4c] indole alkaloids of the Aaaryllidaceae alkaloids be changed 
from that presently accepted to the corresponding mirror images. 
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VIII. EXPEÎIIÎ'ENTAL 
All of the optical rotatory dispersion spectra have been recorded 
on a Jasco Model 5 ORD spectrophotometer and the circular dichroism 
spectra on a modified (176) Jouan dichrograph. The solvent used in all 
cases was methanol unless stated othervri.se. The units of rotation used 
are degrees per decimeter; those of ellipticity are degrees per deci­
meter per mole per liter. In both cases these are simply recorded as 
degrees. 
In order to test the accuracy of the Jasco ORD instrument a number 
of rotations at 589 mu were recorded and these were compared with values 
in the literature for the same compounds. These are shown in Table 13. 
Table 13. Comparison of rotations at 589 mu for some Amaryllis alkaloids 
(deg/dec) 
Compound Observed Reported 
589 mu 589 mu 
Undulatine (-) 30.3 (-) 31.8 
Dihydroundulatine (-) 33.7 (-) 37.0 
Crinamine (+) 141.0 (+) 156.6 
6-%rdraxycrinamine (+) 47.6 (+) 46.0 
Tazettine (+) 155.0 (+) 159.3 
Criwelline (+) 272.8 (+) 220.0 
Cri nine (-) 21.5 (-) 19.0 
(-) Crinane (-) 6.98 (-) 6.3 
Powelline 0.0 0.0 
DLhy dr op owelline (_) 8.6 (-) 11.9 
Powellane (+) 13.0 (436 mu) (+) 10.0 (436 mu) 
Buphanamine (-) 182.5 (-) 195.0 
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Table 13. (Continued) 
Compound Observed Reported 
589 mu 589 mu 
Buphanisine 
Ambelline 
Dihydr oambelline 
Haemanthauiine 
Homolycorine 
Caranine 
Crinamindine 
Vittatine 
(-) 35.0 
(+) 62.5 
(-) 17.8 
(+) 55.0 
(+) 93.0 
(-) 197.0 
(-) 5.80 
(+) 22.3 
(-) 26.0 
(+) 32.3 
(-) 16.0 
(+) 33.0 
(+) 86.0 
(-) 196,6 
(-) 24.0 
(+) 22.0 
Crinine (Fig. 1): RD(C, 0.010; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^ 0.0°; -2640°; 
(M)^^ -6600°; (M)29Q 0.0°; +7800°; +8800°; 0.0°; 
(M)23O -15.900°. 
CD(c, 0.039; CH^OH), 25°; (e)^Qg 0.0°; (e)^^^ -7300°; 0.0°; 
(6)233 0.0; (0)2^ +8200; (6)233 0.0°. 
Dihydrocrinine (Fig. 3 ) :  RD(C, O.O38; CH^OH), 25°; (M)2^3q 0.0; 
(14)320 -^35°; -1360°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (>1)230 +1965°; (M)23o +3600°; 
(M)240 0.0°: (M)23O -I300; 01)228 0.0°. 
CD(C, 0.120; CH3GH). 25°; (0)3,0 0.0°; (6)2^3 -2680°; (0)2^0 
+2500 
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Crinane (Fig. 4): RD(C, 0.142; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^q 0.0°; (M)^^ -435 
(M)^qq -925°; (M)293 ^^^275 +^140°; +3560; (M)^^ -0.0°; 
(M)^^ -1280°; (M)225 0.0°. 
CD(C, 0.145; CH^OH). 25°; (6)^^^ 0.0°; (e)^^^ -1500°; (e)^^^ 0.0; 
(^)26o (9)2^^ +2010°; (0)23^ 0.0°. 
(-)Spicrinine (Fig. 11); RD(C, 0.064; CH OH), 25°: (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^0 -3200°: (%)304 -6800°: (M)29O 0.0°: (M)28O +1700°; (M)25O +85O 
(M)23o 0.0: (M)2^ -11.800°; -18,000°. 
CD(C, 0.096; CH^GH). 25°; (6)212 0.0°; (0)2^^ -5400°; (6)2^^ 0.0; 
(0)250 +2700. 
( - ) Dihy dr oepicrinine (Fig. 12): RD(C, O.O66; CH^OH), 25°: (M)^^^^ 0.0 
(M)^Q -815°; (M)^o -1900°; (M)2gQ 0.0°; (M)2gQ +1400°; +1900 
(M)245 +3100°; 01)2^ 0.0°; (M)2^ -2400°; (M)222 0.0°. 
CD(C, 0.064; Ca.OH), 25°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; (6)2^2 "21^^ (0)2^5 0.0; 
(0)250 +2^70°. 
Vittatine (Fig. 13): RD(C, 0.010; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^q 0.0°; (M)^^ 
+2420°; (M)^ +7200°; 0.0°; -4800°; -7200°; 
(1.1)2^ 0.0°; (M)225 +13'300*" 
CD(C, 0.065; CH^OH). 25°; (@)^o O'O*: (0)295 
(0)240 (0)220 O.O"". 
220 
DLhydr ovitt atine (Fig. 14): RD(C, 0,05^; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^20 +1350°; (M)^qq +3000°; (K)^^^ 0.0*; (M)^^^ -1500°; (M)^^ 2500° 
0.0°; (M)^^^ +^700°; 0.0°. 
CD(0.054; CK^GH), 25°; (9)^^ 0.0°; +3800°; (9)^^ 0.0°; 
(e)2Z^5 -4800; (e)g^Q 6160. 
Alkaloid 16 (Fig. 15): RD(G, O.O96; CH^OH), 25°: (M)^^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^Q +740°; (M)^^^ 44950°; (fOgg^ 0.0°; (K)^^^ -3800°; (M)^^^ -2470° 
(M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)^^^ +3100°. 
CD(C. 0.12; CH.OH), 25°; (8)^^ 0.0°; +5500°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)240 -^750°; (0)2^^ 0.0°. 
(+)EDicrinine (Fig. 17): RD(C, 0.04; CH OH), 25°; (K)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^ 2Q +1350°; (K)^^^ +6100°; (M)2yg 0.0°; (M)^^^ -2250°; (M)^^ -2400 
0 /,,N (Î-OGZK) O'O : (^^>220 +20,300". 
CD(C, 0.080; CH^OH), 25°; (9)^^ 0.0°; (0)^^^ +5200°; (0)^^^ 0.0°; 
(8)265 (^)24o -7^30°; (e)22g 0.0°. 
Buphanisine (Fig. 18): RD(C, 0.105; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^Q 0.0°; 
04)320 -1^20°; (M)^^ -4900°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; +6400°; 8800* 
(1-1)2^3 0.0°; (14)223 -9800°. 
CD(0.08; CH^Œ), 25°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; (e)^^^ -9300°; (G)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)245 +10,700°. 
221 
Haeinanthainine (Fig. 19): RD(C, 058; CH^OK), 25°; (M)^^Q 0.0°; 
(M)^20 +1700°; (M)^^ +5900°; 0.0°; (M)^^^ -8500°; (M)^^^ 8l00°; 
(M)25o -9300°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 14,440°. 
CD(0.058; CH^OH), 25°: (G)^,^ 0.0°; (6)^^^ +11,900°; (6)23^ 0.0°; 
(0)240 -13.800°; (0)228 0.0°. 
Crinamine (Pig. 20); RD(C, 0.010; CH^OK), 25°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^ +2880°; (M)^o +^^50; (M)^^ 9600°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)28o -3360°; 
(WOgjo -2150°; (M)2^y 0.0°; (M)23Q +24,000. 
CD(0.053; CH^CH), 25°; (0)212 (6)297 (6^257 0'0°: 
(G)24J -5730°; (6)238 0.0°. 
Dihydrocrinamine (Pig. 21); RD(C, O.O56; CH^OH), 25°; 0.0®; 
(11)320 +1710°; (M)3QQ +2160°; (M)25O 0.0°; 01)270 -3240°; 
(M)25Q -2700°; (14)230 -4320°; (M)2^ 0.0°; (>1)23^ +1830°; 
(14)230 0.0°; (M)22O -4330°; (M)213 
CD(C, 0.112; CH3OH), 25°; (6)3,0 (0)390 +^00°: (0)255 
(0)245 
Alkaloid 13 (Pig. 22); RD(C, 0.048; CH3OH), 25°; (M)^3o +2000°; 
(M)304 +8550°; (M)293 (^^282 (M)2jO "13.000°; 
(M)24O 0.0°; (>1)230 +12,500°; (M)22O +14,700% 
CD(C. 0.055; CH3CH), 25°; («)313 0.0; (6)293 +8900°; (8)2^ 0.0°; 
(0)240 -10'400°; (6)230 0.0°. 
222 
6-Hydroxycrinamine (ïlg. 23): RD(C, 0.048; CH^CH), 25°; 0.0°; 
(M)^20 +3550°; (M)^^ +6700°; 0.0°; -3l60°; 
(M)23Q -2360°; (K)G^ 0.0°; (M)225 +21.100°. 
CD(C. 0.053; CH^OH), 25°; (6)2,2 0.0°; (e)^^^ 7400°: (e)g^ 0.0°; 
(®)245 (^>230 
Dihydro-6-.hydroxycrinamine (Fig. 24): aD(C, O.O66; CH^OH), 25°; 
(M)^2q 0.0°; (M)^Q +1980°; (M)^^ +3960°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)^^^ -4200° 
(^^230 ' 
CD(C. O.O3O; CH OH), 25°; (6)2,0 O'O*: (^>285 +^^00°; (G)^^^ 0.0°; 
(6)2^  -4270°: (@)22o 0.0°. 
11- Acetyl-6_hydroxycrinamine (Rig. 25); RD(C, 0.144; CH^OH), 25°; 
(M)^^ 0.0°; (M)22o +2400°; (M)^^^ +5250; -2400°; (M)^^^ -1450 
(M)23o 0.0°; (M)2^ 49600°. 
CD(C, 0.144; CH^OH). 25°; (e)^,^ 0.0°; (e)^^^ 48600°: (e)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)240 -3700°; (0)232 0.0°; (0)220 +3700°. 
6, 11-diacetyl-6-hydroxycrinamine (Fig. 26): RD(C, 0.137; CH^OH), 25 
(M)^2q 0.0°; (M)22o +1780°; (M)^^^ +4560°; {1/0^^^ 0.0°; (M)2g2 -2490° 
(M)25q 0.0°; (M)223 +14,500°. 
CD(C, O.O9O; CH^CH), 25°; (6)2,2 0.0°; (6)2^^ +5100°; (6)2^0 0.0°; 
(0)250 +880°, 
223 
DIHYDRO-6, 11-.DIACETYL-6-H.VDROXYCRINAMINE (FIG. 27): RD(C, O.I69; 
CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^Q 0.0°; (M)^^ +700°; (M)^ +2100°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)25Q +2800; (M)^^^ 44800°; 0.0°; (M)^^^ 44600°. 
CD(C. 0.137; CH^OH), 25°; (E)^^ 0.0°; (9)^3^ +1750°; (Ô)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)250 +2520°. 
HAEMANTHIDINE (FIG. 28); RD(C, 0.008; CH^CH), 25°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)^^Q +2600°; (M)^Q^ 44500°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)ggQ -6500°; (M)252 -9100°; 
(M)^^ 0.0°; (M)230 +6500°. 
CD(0.078; GH^OA), 25°; (9)^^^ 0.0°; (0)^^^ +8320°; (9)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)2^ 2 -^ 700°; (0)^25 0.0°. 
6-HYDROXYCRINAMINE LACTAM (FIG. 29): RD(C, 0.05; CH^OH), 25°; 
(M)^ ^O 0-0°: +3800°; (M)^  44400°; (M)^  ^ 0.0°; (M)^  -7550°; 
(M)^^ -15,000°; (M)2G3 0.0°; (M)^^^ +7600°; +6300° (MIN); 
(M)2YO 14.000°; (M)G^G +18.900°; (M)^^^ +17,700° (MIN); (M)^^^ +^3,000°; 
(M)230 0.0°; (M)g^  ^-126.000°. 
CD(0.045; CH3OH). 25°; (9)3^ 0.0°; (E)^^^ +9400°; (9)^^^ 0.0°; 
(E)295 (0)280 -2830°; (9)27^ -7100°; (@)2^Q 0.0°; 
(0)230 +57.000°; (0)223 0.0°. 
POTRELLANE (FIG. 30): RD(C, 0.20; CH3OH), 25°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)3^Q +145°; +790°; (M)258 +315°; +1130°; (M)^^ 0.0°. 
CD(C. 0.206; CH3OH), 25°; (9)290 0.0°; (9)^80 +800°; (E)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)247 +1800°; (MORE SAMPLE PROVIDED TO COMPLETE SPECTRUM) (@)22X) 
224 
Pwelline (Fig. 31): RD(C, 0.188; CH OH), 25°; (M)^^q 0.0°; 
(M)^20 (M)2^o -980°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M) +680°; (M)^^^ +995°; 
(M)245 0.0°; (M) -2780°. 
CD(C. 0.129; CH^OH), 25°; 0.0°; (6)233 -1620°; (6)2^ 0.0° 
(6)250 +4200°; (0)2^ 0.0°. 
Pihydropoi-Telline (Fig. 32): RD(C, 0.404; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^^ 0.0 
(M)^20 (^>290 +728; (M)^^^ 0.0°; +2000°; (lOg^y 0.0° 
CD(C. 0.32; CH OH); 25°: (8)^Q 0.0°; -360°; (6)233 0.0°; 
(9)282+380''; (EY^YOO.O^; (6)2^^ +2840°; (0)2^0.0°. 
Buphanidrine (Fig. 33): RD(C, O.5O; CH^OH), 25°; 0.0°; 
(M)^20 -270°; (M)288 -845°; (M)2y3 0.0°; (M)2^ +1180°; (M)^^^ 0. 
CD(C. 0.26; CH OH), 25°; (6)^^Q 0.0°; (6)235 -1270°; (6)^^ 0.0°; 
(0)247 +3730°. 
Epipcwelline (Fig. 34): RD(C, 0.116; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(K)^^q -2100°; (M)^Q -2500°; (M)29o -3850°; (M)2qq -3000°; 
(M)28o -4900°; (14)250 -7600°; (M)2^ . 
CD(C, 0.116; CH^OH), 25°; (9)^00 0.0°; (6)235 -1320°; (6)2^ 0.0° 
(6)250 +4400°; (6)2^5 0.0°. 
225 
Dihy dr oe^jp welllne (Fig, 35): RD(C, Ca. 0.18 -0.20; GH^OH), 25°; 
(M)j^.q 0.0°; (M)^qq 740°; +1500°; +820°; (M)^^ +1640°; 
(M)2^q +2650°; 0.0°. 
CD(C, 0.1; CH^OH). 25°; (G)^^^ 0.0°; (8)^^^ +870°; (e)^^ +260°; 
(0)233 
Ambelline (Fig. 36): RD(C. O.367; CH^OK), 25°; +48?°; 
(M)^^Q +600°; (M)^Q +610°; (M)293 (^^272 +1°50°; 0.0°; 
(M)23Q -1625°. 
CD(C, 0.135; CH OH), 25°; (0)^03 0.0°; (G)^^^ -1350°; (6)^^ 0.0°; 
(@>24^ +1300°. 
Dlhydroambemne (Fig. 37): RD(C, 0.340; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^^ -1300°; 
(M)^5Q -1900°; (M)^QQ -3800°; (M)2^Q -6200°. 
CD(C, 0.285; CH QE), 25°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; (6)233 (0)265 
(0^250 * 
Buphanamine (ïig. 38): RD(C, O.IO3; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^3Q 0.0°; 
(M)^3q -700°; (1^300 -1750°; (M)27O -3800°; (M)23O -5200°; (M)^^^ -8750°. 
CD(C. 0.158; CH3OH), 25°; (9)2^^ 0.0°; (0)233 +520°; (6)2^3 0.0°; 
(8)2^ 0.0°; (e)^^ +11,300°; (6)2^3 0.0°. 
226 
Qxobuphanamine (Fig. 39): RD(C, 0,175; CH^OH), 25°; -3^3°; 
(K)^^2 -2640°; 0.0°; (M)^Q +2400°; (M)^Q +1720°; 
(^1)280 +3100"": -3100°; 0.0^". 
CD(C, 0.36; CH^œ), 25°; (e)^^ 0.0°; (9)^^ -5800°; (o)^^ -2125°; 
(0)280 -^900°; (e)^^ 0.0°; (6)2^ 4840°. 
Epoy/poT-relline (Fig. 40): RD(C, O.3O; CH^OH), 25°; CM)j^^q 0.0°; 
(>1)330 .320°; (M)300 .670°; -1260°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; (M)^^ 4420°; 
(M)25o +940°; (M)^^ 0.0°. 
CD(C, O.3O; CH3CH), 25°; (8)300 0.0°; (0)280 -910°; (0)250 0.0°; 
(0)250 -*900. 
Crinaràdine (Fig. 41): RD(C, 0.255; CH3OH), 25°; (M);^^o 0.0°; 
(M)300 -135°; (M)283 0.0°; (M)2go +150°; (M)^^^ +270°; (M)2yo +130°; 
(^)260 (^)250 (^)245 
CD(C,0.067; CH3OH), 25°; (0)300 0.0°; (8)282 -1^0°; (0)2^^ 0.0°; 
(0)260 
Undulatjne (Flg. 42): RD(C, 0.445; CH3OH), 25°; (M)^^o 0.0°; 
( 1 . 1 ) 3 2 0  - 4 4 0 ° ;  ( M ) 2 8 5  - 1 1 1 0 ° ;  ( V O ^ q ^ O . O " ;  ( 1 1 ) 2 ^ 8  + 1 1 0 0 ° ;  ( K ) + 2 2 0 0 " " ;  
(K)25o +5300°; (14)240 0.0°. 
CD(C, 0.187; CH3OK), 25°; (0)303 0.0°; (0)230 -450°; (0)2^^ 0.0°; 
(0)245 
227 
Dihydroundulatine (Fig. 4]): RD(C,0.421 ; CH^OH), 25°; (M)^^q 0.0°; 
(M)320 -360°; (î-O^QQ -470°; (lOggg 0.0°; (î'Oggo +710°; (M)^^^ 0.0°; 
(M)2^q -310°; 0.0°; (X)^^^ 2300°; 0'°°. 
CD(0,0.285; CH^OH), 25°; (Og^Q 0.0°; (0)23^ +300°; +100°; 
(^>248 (^>240 
codeine (Fig. 52): RD(C, 0.028; CH^OH), 25°; (K)^^^^ 0.0°; (M)^^ -2220°; 
(>1)2^3-9059°; (K)282 48430° (infl.); +19,100°; 
(K)246 0-0°: (^>240 -37.400°. 
CD(G, 0.028; Œ OH), 25° (e)^^^ 0.0°; (6)282 -8^00°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; 
(6)22^3^1.000°; (0)232 0.0°; (6)23^ -8000°. 
Dihydrocodelne (51g. 53): CD(C, O.O96; CH OH), 25°; (0)300 0.0°; 
(0)280 -10.550°; (0)255 (^^245 +18,100°; (6)230 0.0°. 
Morphine (Fig. 54); CD(C, 0.020; CH3OH, NaOH), 25°; (0)320 0.0°; 
(0)293 (0)260 +7^°: (0)255 (0)240 0.0°; 
(0)23^ -40,000°. CD; (C, 0.020; CK3OH, HCl), 25°; (0)320 0.0°; 
(0)293 (0)260 (0)245 +3^,400°; (0)233 
Heroin (FLg. 55): CD(C, 0.132; CH3OH). 25°; (0)295 (^>285 -"'310°; 
(0)255 (^>244 +^740°; (0)237 0.0°. 
228 
Thebaine (Fig. 56); RD(C, 0.022; CH^OH), 25°; 0.0°; 
(M)^20 -10'700°: 00294 -^.300°; (M)2q^ 0.0°; (M) +32,800°; 
(M)^^ +28,900°; +35,200°; +27,800°; (M)^^ +55,300°; 
(^>220 
CD(C, 0.057; CH CH), 25°; (e)^^^ 0.0°; (0)^3^ -15,200°; (e)^^^ .6200°; 
(6)22^5 -1^10°: (0)238 -2320°; (6)2^ 0.0°; (6)223 
(«>215 +7000°. 
CD(C, 0.016; CH^CHiHCl); (0)^^^ 0.0°; -15,200°; (e)^^^ -6200°; 
(6)2^3 0.0°; (0)2^7 +6350°; (6)2^ 0.0°; (0)235 +1^*000°. 
Tazettine (Fig. 50): CD(C, O.O69; CH^GK), 25°; (G)^^^ 0.0®; 
(0)33^ -4950°; (6)252 0.0°; (0)238 +44,300°; (6)225 +23,100°. 
Crivrelline (Fig. 57): CD(C, 0.148; CHCl^), 25°; (G)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)290 +1560°; (c, 0.049; CH3OH), 25°; (0)233 (0)239 +26,100°; 
(0)223 +21,500°. 
Aspidospermine (Fig. 63): CD(C, O.O68; CH^OH), 25°; (0)233 0.0°; 
(0)233 -57,500°; (6)230 0.0°; (0)223 +37,000°; (6)320 0.0°. 
A.imaline (Fig. 65): CD(C. 0.023; 01301), 25°; (6)3^3 0*0°; 
(0)292 -3520°; (0)270 0.0°; (6)230 +34,800°; (0)230 0.0°; (0)323 
Akuammicine (Fig. 67); CD(C, O.O3I; CH3PH), 25°; (0)370 0.0°; 
(0)323 -89,000°; (6)292 0.0°; (6)233 +6250°; (6)2^0 0.0°; 
(0)240 -*^,500°; (0)22Q 0.0®. 
229 
Brucine (Pig. 69); CD(C, 0.048; CH^OH). 25®; (ô)^^ 0.0®; (0)^^ -^530®; 
(0)2^ -2250®; (0)253 -14,800®; (e)25Q -11,600®; (e)^^^ -24,400®. 
(slit width at 255 mu, 1.4 mm). 
Dihydrolvsergic Acid (Fig. 71): CD(C, 0.133; CH^OH), 25®: (e)^^^ 0.0°; 
(0)220 -645®; (0)265 0.0®; (0)233 44050°; (0)230 0.0°. 
Dihydrcoocobuphanainine (Fig. 79): CD(C, 0.148; CH3CH), 25®; (0)320 0*0^' 
(0)295 "*^360°; (0)285 0.0®; (0)275 (0)365 -1^60®; (0)250 -4300®. 
PesmethoocydihydrooKobuphanamine (Fig. 80): CD(C, 0.064; CH3OH), 25®; 
(0)310 0.0®; (0)305 +1980®; (0)293 0.0®; (0)2^0 -2800®; (0)265 -1950°; 
(0)250 -2800®. 
Galanthamine (Fig. 83): BD(C, O.O6O; CH3OH), 25®; (M)35o -665O®; 
01)320 -6150®; (M)295 -2380®; (M)28o -12.350®; (M)25o -15.200®; 
(M)23o -32.200°. 
CD(C. 0.112; CH3Qfî), 25®; (0)305 ^®^285 +®200®; (8)265 0.0®; 
(0)2^3 -2350®; (0)2^3 0.0®; (0)238 +2700®; (6)236 0.0®. 
Galanthamine hydrochloride (Fig. 83): CD(C, O.O67; CH3OH), 25®; 
(0)2^5 +7700°; (0)265 +2980°; (0)255 (0)245 +1050®; 
(0)241 44030®; (0)238 0.0®. 
230 
Epigalanthamine (Base IX) (Fie. 84): RD(C, O.O7O; CH^OH). 25°; 
(M)^^q .1660®; (M)^^q -3330°; (M)^q -5850®; (M)28o -13.300®; 
(M)23q -20,800®; (M)^^^ -39.000; (M)^^ -#,200. 
CD(C, O.O7O; CH^OH). 25®; (e)^^ 0.0®; (e)^^^ +2750®; (0)2^^ 0.0®; 
(0)2^0 -485°; (e)2Z^5 0.0®; (9)2^ 46250®; (0)2^ 0.0®. 
CD(C, O.O7O; CH^OH, HOI). 25°; (@)^^ 0.0®; (6)235 +13^0®; (9)^^ 0.0® 
(9)2^0 0.0®; (0)2^2 +1^'300®; (9)233 1570® (slit width at 239.5 was 
1.8 mm, at 240, 1.4 mm). 
Hotnolycorine (Fig. 86); RD(C, 0.112; CH^CH), 25°; (M)^^^^ 0.0®; 
(M)^^ -1128; (M)293 -565°; (M)2go -2820®; (>1)273 ^"^260 "*9050°; 
(M)2^2 (M)24o -4220®; (M)^^ 0.0®; (1^)223 +7000®; +8000. 
CD(C. 0.055; CH^QH). 25°; (9)325 (9)300 -2000°; (0)2^^ 0.0°; 
(9)270 -18.700°; (9)2^ 0.0°; (9)230 +14.000°; (9)2^ 0.0°. 
Lycorine (Fig. 87): CD(C. 0.l67f CH^CH), 25°; (9)3^0 0'°^: 
(0)250 -6600®; (9)230 0.0®î (9)243 -*4600®; (9)233 0.0®. 
Albomacttline (Fig. 88); CD(C, Ça. 0.1; CH3OH), 25°; (9)323 
(9)303 -4100°; (9)250 -2700°; (9)270 -6200®; (9)2^ 0.0°; (9)230 +63OO 
(9)233 0.0°. 
DLhnrdrolycorine (îlg. 90); CD(C, 0.114; CH3OH), 25°; (9)3^0 9.9^; 
(9)250 -3100°; (9)2^ 0.0°; (9)233 (^^240 (0)230 
231 
Coccinine (Fig. 92): CD(C, 0.103: CH^OH). 25®; (e)jQ^ 0.0® 
^®^295 -3300®î (0)270 0'°^: (^>240 -38.000®! (6)230 -21.700 
(0)225 
Montanine (Fig. 93): CD(C, 0.089; CH^CH), 25®;. (6)^^^ 0.0® 
(6)293 (^^260 (0)243 -57.500®; (e)g^ -27,200 
(9)235 -48,000®. 
232 
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